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The temperature profiles of electrodes in discharge 

lamps are important as they radically affect the 

fundamental chemical and physical transport processes 

within the lamp which have a direct influence on 

many important factors of lamp performance such as 

life, efficiency and lumen maintenance. In . 

the past a number of investigations have been made 

into various aspects of electrode performance and, in 

particular, their temperature profiles but none have 

looked specifically at single ended discharge lamps. 

The first objective of this investigation was to 

establish a reliable method of measuring lamp electrode 

temperatures and to this end a number of methods were 

reviewed and after some trials a technique utilising 

a disappearing filament pyrometer was decided upon. 

Having established a suitable measurement technique 

a number of electrodes were measured of several lamp 

types under various operating conditions both·with_ 

alternating and direct current. 

Having obtained a number of measured temperature profiles 

for various lamps, the second aim of the investigation 

was to develop a mathematical model to explain the 

measured physical results. To achieve this a solution 

to the second order differential equation describing 

heat flow along the electrode with radial radiation 

losses is sought. The solution is accomplished by 

making some baslc assumptions regarding the conditions 

existing in the system. The solution obtained gives 

good agreement with measured temperature profiles and 

can also be used to obtain a value for power losses 

to the electrodes and relationships are established 

between the electrode power loss and lamp operating 

current and the electrode power loss and the electrode 

radius. The limitations of both the measurement technique 

and the presented model are discussed and suggestions as 

to where future work may improve and extend the investigation 

are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Lamps 

The lamps, the electrodes of which form the subject 

of this investigation, are a range of single ended 

metal halide discharge lamps manufactured by THORN EMI 

Lighting which are known commercially as CSI and CID 

lamps. 

CS! (Compact Source Iodide) lamps were first developed 

in 1969 in an attempt to utilise the high efficacies 

(80 - 100 lumens/watt) and good colour properties 

which were associated with the traditional larger 

double ended metal halide discharge lamps while being 

small enough to be compatible with the types of 

optical systems necessary for efficient use in projection, 

floodlighting and spotlighting applications. Commercial 

literature giving details of the CS! lamps are included 

in Appendix 1. 

Figure 1 shows the range of CSI lamps which contains 

two ratings. The 400W which is available as an 

uncapped arc tube or as a capped lamp and the 1000 watt 

which has a capped and a sealed beam version. Both 

constructions of the 1000 watt lamp are available in 

two forms one known as the cold start which like 

most discharge lamps when extinguished cannot be 

restarted for several minutes and the hot restart 

version which after extinction can be instantly restarted. 

These differences do not affect this investigation 

as both versions utilise the same arc tube construction. 

Figure 1 also shows, for comparison, the more traditional 

double ended type of metal halide Kolorarc lamps of 400 watt 

and 1000 watt ratings and illustrates how the size of 

the CS! lamps have been significantly reduced and 

consequently the loading of the lamp increased. 





400w CS I, capped / uncapped 

1Kw CSI 
sealed beam~ 

1Kw CSI Capped ver s1on 
hot restr1ke cold star t 

F1gure1. Range of CSI lamps w1th trad1t1onal metal hal1de lamps 

400w Kolorarc 

~ 1000wKolorarc 
lamp 

N 
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The metal halide filling used in CSI lamps is a 

mixture of mercury and the iodides of sodium, gallium 

and thallium, The resultant spectrum is shown in 
Figure 2 and it can be seen that output in the visible 

region has a substantial background continuum with a 
line spectrum superimposed on this continuum, Figure 2 

also shows that the CSI lamps emit a significant 

proportion of their radiation in the ultra-violet 

and infra-red regions of the spectrum, 

The CID (Compact Iodide Daylight) range of lamps 

were developed as an extension of the CSI range and 

were produced in response to a demand from the TV and 

film industries for a discharge light source which 

simulates natural daylight having a correlated colour 
temperature of 5500°K, In the lkW rating the CID and 
CSI lamps are physically identical but contain different 

composition of components. The lkW CID is available 

in the same embodiments as the CSI and the rest of 

the range consists of a 200W capped lamp, a SOOW which 

can be a capped version or a sealed beam and a 2,5kW 

which is available only as a capped lamp, All of these 
lamps are of the hot restrike type and no cold start 

option is available, Figure 3 shows the full range 
of CID lamps and commercial literature (for the-range) 

is included in Appendix 1. The metal halide fill used 

for CID lamps is a combination of 'mercury and the 
chloride, bromide and iodide of tin and in some ratings 

indium is also added to modify the spectrum of the 

resultant discharge, 

A typical CID lamp spectrum is shown in Figure 4 

showing the difference in spectral output from the CSI 
of Figure 2, In addition to the colour of the light 

output from a CID lamp closely matching natural daylight 

the use of the tin halide system gives the benefit that 

the lamp can be run as low as 50% of its rated power 

without any significant loss of efficacy or any change 

in the colour of the light emitted, making this a unique 

form of light source, CID lamps are used in any area 
of TV or film lighting where daylight is to be simulated 

or to enhance the available light in outdoor filming, 
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1,2 ProJect Introduction 

The aim of this project was to obtain measured 

temperature profiles for the electrodes of CSI and 

CID lamps and to use those measurements to create a 

model describing the thermal performance of these 

electrodes, 

A limited amount of work is documented on the subject 

of thermal profiles of arc electrodes (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). 

All previous work has been carried out on double ended 

electrode systems of several forms and much of the 

related work is concerned with the electrode to arc 

transition region and does not consider specifically 

the electrode, Although those investigations do 

have some common ground with this particular project 

there are sufficient differences to make this 

invest~gation unique. 

The thermal balance of such electrode systems is an 

important parameter when considering the performance 

of discharge lamps as it is a major factor influencing 

the chemical and physical transport processes which 

affect elements of lamp performance such as lamp 

efficacy, lumen maintenance and lamp life, 

If the lamp is considered as a device for converting 

electrical input energy into visible radiation a total 

energy balance can be constructed for the system. 

This traces the energy input and yields an insight 

into the efficiency of the lamp and can help in the 

development of more efficient lamps as an appreciation 

of how the energy is being dissipated is obtained, 

Some work has been done in this area for various 

discharge lamp types (2, 3, 4), Figure 5 shows 

two typical energy balance· diagrams as calculated 

by Jack & Koedam for mercury and tin halide lamps 

(2). This shows that in these lamps approximately 

10% of the power input to the lamp is lost to the 
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Input 400w 

Power 1n arc column 360w 

Non-Radtahve Dtscharge Radn 
Losses 212w 
148w Vtstble 1-R 

Radn Radn 
Power at outer Jacket 

200w 
92w 108w 

onvectton + Thermal Rad 
onduchonS 141w 

TIN HALIDE LAMP 

Input 400w 

Power m arc column 370w 

on-Rcrltatt v e 
Losses 
178w 

Power at outer Jacket 
281w 

Vtstble 
Radn 
59w 

onv+Cond Thermal Radn 
74w 207w 

Ftgure 5 

MERCURY LAMP 

Schematic representatton of total energy balance 
of ht gh pressure dt scharge lamps. (From Jack and 
Koedam -Reference 2 ) 
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electrodes. Figure 5 also shows that the first 

division of the power input is between power dissipated 

by the arc column and power supplied to the electrodes 

and consequently the first step in performing a similar 

exercise on the CSI/CID lamps should have to be to 

quantify the power lost to the electrodes. 

A further important gain to be obtained if a model 

could be developed to relate electrode temperature 

profiles and power lost to electrodes to the electrode 

geometry would be the ability to predict for a given 

geometry the performance which would be obtained by such 

a system. This would then be a very useful design 

tool capable of being used to design new electrode 

systems or to make improvements to an existing design. 

This could be particularly useful in the design of 

modified lamps to run on direct current as with standard 

electrodes the anode runs much hotter than the cathode 

giving rise to thermal stresses within the lamp 

which can cause premature failure • This temperature 

imbalance also gives rise to assymetric colour fringes 

in the arc which in many optical systems are unacceptable. 

A design model such as that referred to could make the 

development of a DC operating CSI/CID lamp much simpler 

and such a DC discharge light source would be of 

considerable commercial interest. 

The investigation has been confined to the 2.5kW CID 

and the l.OkW CID and CSI and in particular that 

section of the electrode actually within the discharge. 

envelope and not the portion sandwiched within the 

quartz of the pinch seal region (see Figure 6). 

The major objectives of this investigation can then 

be summarised in three broad categories. 

(a) To develop a method to measure temperature at 

various points along the electrodes of a range 

o= lamps. 
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(b) To develop a mathematical model capable of 

relating the electrode geometries to the 

temperature profiles obtained and able to 

quantify the amount of power lost to the electrode 

system during operation, 

(c) To evaluate the measured and calculated data 

from (a) and (b) to establish a basic energy 

balance for the lamps and a possible design tool 

for calculating optimum electrode dimensions, 
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LAMP MANUFACTURE AND OPERATION 

Lamp Manufacture and Materials 

The majority of lamps used in this investigation were 

manufactured by the production unit in the pilot 

plant at the THORN EM! factory at Leicester, Some 

special lamps were constructed and although following 

identical production techniques the lamps were made 

by myself with the assistance of other Laboratory 

personnel, 

Figure 6 shows schematically how the lamp is assembled 

and Figure 7 shows a completed arc tube, 

The system forming the current carrying element of 

the lamp from the external connection to the tips of 

the electrodes consists of two nominally identical 

electrode assemblies, As can be seen from Figure 6 

the assembly consists of two platinum coated molybdenum 

pins which form the external electrical connection 

to the arc tube and are spot welded to a molybdenum 

foil about which the quartz will form a hermetic seal 

in the completed lamps, 

The molybdenum foil has its edges etched to remove 

burrs and sharp pointswhich would make the formation of 

a good glass to metal seal difficult, The electrode 

shank is AKS tungsten and has an AKS tungsten coil at 

its upper end which is wound to be an interference 

fit on the shank, The shank has at its lower edge 

a flat ground at the area at which it is attached to 

the foil, This flat serves several purposes:-

it enables a weld to be made to the foil without 

deforming the foil unduly, it helps in forming a 

hermetic seal as the quartz does not have to flow 

round both sides of the shank but is able to wet the 

molybdenum foil in that area and it helps to centralise 

the electrodes in the plane of the pinch seal, 
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F1gure 7. Completed 2·5Kw CID arc tube 
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The tungsten shank to molybdenum foil weld utilises 

a piece of platinum foil as an intermediary to help 

achieve a stronger weld and also during pinch sealing 

the platinum is found to flow freely and help form 

a good electrical contact. 

The various components of the electrode assembly 

also undergo some processing prior to the construction 

of the assemblies. The tungsten shank and coil are 

electrolytically polished in potassium hydroxide 

followed by vacuum furnacing at 2,500°C. The 

molybdenum foils are subjected to an annealing process 

in a hydrogen atmosphere at 1050°c. After completion 
-- -- -

the welded assemblies are ~heated in a hydrogen furnace at 
I - o- -- - - \ ------ - -- ---
l05o c for 30 minutes 

' •i 

The quartz shape shown in Figure Se is blown from 

tubing of the size of the parallel walled lower section. 

At this stage great care must be taken not to overthin 

the wall of the tubing or the arc tube will not be 

able to withstand the operating pressure of the lamp 

which is in the range 5 to 20 atmospheres. 

Two of the electrode assemblies as described are now 

sealed into the quartz shape by a process known as 

pinch sealing. This is done by positioning the quartz 
-

shape over the electrode assemblies which are held in 

position by the pins. The metalwork of the electrode 

assembly is protected from oxidation by the flow of 

inert gas shielding them. This is achieved by 

inserting a probe supplying argon into the tubulation 

and positioning the nozzle centrally in the bulb. 

The seal is made by heating the quartz by means of 

hydrogen-oxygen burners and when the quartz becomes 

sufficiently plastic the seal is made by press sealing 

the plastic quartz around the components of the electrode 

assembly by means of hydraulically operated jaws. 

The shape is now in the form as shown in Figure 8d. 
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As a result of the extreme heating the quartz suffers 

during pinch sealing white silica deposits are left 

on the electrodes and on the outside walls of the arc 

tube. This is detrimental to electrode performance 

and silica on the wall will cause obscuration of 

light emitted from the arc reducing the efficiency 

of the lamp. Internal deposits are removed by washing 

the lamp internally with hydrofluoric acid. External 

silica is recombined into the quartz in transparent 

form by a process called torch cleaning which involves 

heating the quartz to white heat for a short time using 

a hand torch whilst purging the arc tube with inert gas 

to prevent oxidation of the electrodes. 

- - -- - ---:--
The lamp ts now ready for heating in a vacuum furnace which 

is done for four hours at a temperature of 1150°C. This is 

done to minimise the hydroxyl levels, the presence of which 

has been found to adversely affect lamp starting and to 

accelerate the occurence of excessive halide erosion of 

the electrodes. The lamp shape is now ready to be filled. 

All of the dose materials are put into the lamp via 

the tubulation. The tin and indium are added in the 

metallic form as wire which is precut and weighed. 

Mercury is dispensed in measured amounts using a syringe. 

Addition of the halides is done in_a dry argon-atmosphere

in a chamber which is accessed via a vacuum port and 

which maintains a controlled dry argon atmosphere. 

This precaution is necessary as many of the halides 

used are very hygroscopic and the presence of even 

small quantities of water in the discharge envelope is 

catastrophic to lamp performance. 

-, 
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The halides are dispensed in two forms either as 

controlled mass pellets which can be simply counted 

into the lamp or as analar grade salts which must be 

accurately weighed before adding to the arc tube. 

The arc tubes are then stoppered and transferred to 

vacuum benches to be exhausted. The lamps are 

attached to the vacuum system by placing the tubulation 

in a compression head and the vacuum pumps used are 

mercury diffusion pumps. Lamps are alternately evacuated 

to a pressure of 1 x lO.~torr and then flushed with 

argon. The lamp is finally evacuated and backfilled 

to a pressure of 240 torr of argon and sealed off 

using a hand torch. The processing described has 

been specific to the 2.5 kW CID lamp but would generally 

apply to all CSI/CID lamps with variations in physical 

sizes and doses used. 

Figure 9 shows the lamps as measured. 1 kW lamps 

used the standard capped format having a G38* pin 

termination. The 2.5 kW lamp used the G38* pin 

termination attached via a copper leg which is brazed 

to these pins and lamp leads. This is the standard 

2.5 kW CID lamp prior to capping and was the easiest 

format in which to obtain lamps for measurement. 

The special lamps constructed were manufactured as 

described in this section and differed from standard 

lamps only-in their electrode-configuration. Details 

of these lamps are given in Table 1. Also shown in 

Table 1 are the physical dimensions,as measured using 

a travelling microscope,for all lamps involved in the 

investigation. 

* Internatiqnal Specification for Bipin lamp 

termination (17). 
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F1 gure9. 2·5Kw and 1Kw CID lamps m the format as measured 
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I i ds 

LAMP IAMP ELECTRODE SHANK COIL SHANK 
NO, TYPE LENGTH L I LENGTH C1. DIAMETER 

I 
238 2,5kW CID Right 3.0 

I 
0.4 0.2 ' 

(Std) Left 3.0 
! 0,4 0.2 

I 
301 2.5kW CID Right 3,0 0.42 0.2 

(Std) Left 3,0 0,39 
I 

0.21 

339 2,5kW CID 
I 

Right 3,0 0,38 I 0.19 ' I 

(Std) I Left 3.0 0.36 I 0.21 ' I ' 
I I 

1 2,5kW CID I Right 3,0 No coil 0.21 
' (Special) I 

coil I Left 3.0 No 0.19 
I 

2 2.5kW CID I R~ght 3,0 No coil 0.29 
(Special) I 

' coil ' Left 3.0 No 0.28 
I 

6 2.5kW CID I Right 3,. 0 No coil 0.29 
(Special) I Left 3.0 No coil 0.19 

! 
I 

5180 lkW CSI Right 2.3 0.23 0.18 
(Std) Left 2.3 ~ 0.25 0.185 

' 

' 
Right ' I 3847 lkW CID 2.3 0,32 I 0.175 

(Std) : 
Left 2.3 ' 0.29 I 0.185 

I ----
' j 

5654 lkW-CID Right - 2.3 
I 

-0.24 - 0.19 
(Std) ; 

Left 2.3 
I 

o. 26 I 0.195 
i 

' ' ! ' 

TABLE 1 

ds:l ,_ ----------i~~ 
jf*E---- L ____ l<_c_. >il>l>j 

Physical dimensions ~f the electrodes of lamps used in the 

investigation as measured with a travelling microscope, 

(All dimensions cm), 

de 

COIL 
DIAMETER 

0.37 

0.37 

0.39 

0.4 

0.38 

0.38 

No coil 

No coil 

No coil 

No coil 

No coil 

No coil 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

-o. 3 

0.29 
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2.2 Lamp Operation and Control Gear 

2.2.a. AC Operation 

Control gear for any type of discharge lamp is very 

important and serves two main purposes:- firstly it 

must provide the conditions to ignite the lamp initially 

and then regulate the lamp current during operation. 

Control circuits for discharge lamps can be very complex 

and greater details can be found in· references 11 and 

12. The current control element of the circuits can, 

for alternating current applications, be resistive 

capacitative or inductive but for direct current is 

almost exclusively resistive. 

The standard A.c. control circuits for THORN EMI lamps 

are predominantly inductive ballasts as resistive 

ballasts tend to be very inefficient with the ballast 

consuming as much power as the lamp itself and 

capacitative ballasts give highly peaked current 

waveforms which are detrimental to electrode life. 

Consequently the inductive ballast is considered to 

be the most effective compromise. The open circuit 

voltage required to initiate the discharge is, for 

CSI/CID lamps, provided by an igniter which delivers 

pulses of up to 50 kV. 

The control circuit used for the 2.5 kW CID lamps 

in this investigation is shown in Figure 10. Regulation 

of lamp current is achieved by the use of inductive 

ballasts and in this case that recommended 

is two commercially available 1 kW CSI/CID ballasts 

wired in parallel. The igniter is a Bauch 902 KZ 

pulse igniter which is shown schematically in Figure 12 

and is a commercially available igniter recommended 

by THORN EMI for the 2.5 kW CID circuit. Normally it 
'-- -

delivers a 50 kV pulse in order to 1
, restrike the discharge1

1

• 

1 while hot 
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but for the purpose of this investigation that capacity 

was not essential and the igniter had been modified to 

deliver only a 9 kV pulse. The igniter is wired via a 

push switch which is depressed to ignite the lamp and 

released when the lamp has started. As can be seen from 

Figure 10. A 350;AF capacitance is placed across the 

power supply to the lamp circuit. This is necessary 

to balance the inductive ballast and obtain a line power 

factor of approximately 0.9. The supply to the lamp 

circuit is taken from a variable AC transformer enabling 

the supply voltage to the circuit to be altered allowing 

regulation of the lamp current and hence lamp wattage to 

be achieved. As is shown in Figure 10 a voltmeter V1 

was used to monitor the voltage input to the circuit, this 

was only used as an approximate indicator and a standard 

panel meter was used. Measurement of lamp volts, 

current and wattage is far more important and this was 

monitored using a calibrated Cambridge AC test set. 

The upper current range of this test set is lower than 

the normal operating current of the 2.5 kW CID lamp and 

consequently it was necessary to use a calibrated 

transformer to step the current down to a value capable 

of being measured by the test set. Typical electrical 

characteristics for the 2.5 kW CID are lamp voltage 

100 volts, current 27 amps giving a lamp wattage of 

2500 watts. 

The lkW CSI/CID lamps run on a similar circuit but 

using a single ballast and only 

correction. Typical electrical 

1 kW CSI and CID lamps are lamp 

175,!-F of power 

characteristics 

factor 

for the 

voltage 75 volts, 

current 15 amps for a lamp wattage of 1000 watts. 

2.2.b. DC Control Gear 

The circuit used to operate lamps run on Direct Current 

is shown in Figure 11. In this case current regulation 

is achieved by the use of a resistance ballast, this 

took the form of a series of resistance elements wired 
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in parallel which can be switched in or out in order to 

achieve current control with a fixed 250v DC supply, 

Lamp starting was achieved using the same pulse igniter • 
as in the AC case which is only switched in circuit 

for sufficient time to initiate the discharge, 

Measurement of the lamp current, voltage and wattage 

were obtained using a direct current moving coil 

ammeter, the Cambridge test set used for AC measurement 

and a DC wattmeter respectively, 
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3, REVIEW OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

3,1 Objectives 

Having established the method of manufacturing and 

operating the lamps under investigation it is now 

necessary to consider the physical processes which 

affect the electrode systems andto review the possible 

methods available to obtain temperature profiles of 

those electrodes, 

Firstly the electrode systems will only be considered 

under steady state conditions, That is when the 

lamp has reached thermal equilibrium which, as will 

be shown, occurs within fifteen minutes and is the 

condition in which the lamp will spend the majority 

of its operational life, 

In this steady state condition energy will be 

supplied to the electrode from the arc predominantly 

by conduction through the area of arc attachment but 

some energy will be supplied by resistive heating 

of the electrodes by the passage of current, This 

energy will be dissipated by radiation from the 

surface of the electrode and conducted along the 

electrode shank, Some energy may also be lost 

to the gases circulating in the arc·envelope by __ 

convection, 

The majority of energy supplied to the electrode is 

conducted through the arc-electrode attachment area 

and is a function of lamp current, work function of the 

electrode material, electric field density and ratio 

of ion to electron current, The resistance heating 

of the shank will play a much smaller role in supplying 

energy to the electrode, typically less than a 

watt under normal operating conditions, 
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If we examine visibly the region under investigation 

(Figure 13) a rough estimate of the temperature 

range of the electrodes can be made from the colour 

of the electrodes, From Figure 13, which was taken 

immediately after switch off, a temperature range of 

1500°K to 3000°K would appear a reasonable estimate, 

At these elevated temperatures radiation would obviously 

be the dominant mode of energy dissipation but 

conduction along the rod would be expected to play a 

significant part, 

The first step in achieving an understanding of the 

thermal balance of the electrode systems is to establish 

a measurement technique in order to obtain some 

temperature profiles of the systems under investigation, 

The ideal technique will give a method of scanning an 

electrode making temperature measurements with the lamp 

operating, This presents a considerable problem as the 

structure whose temperature is to be measured is 

relatively small, typically a 2mm diameter rod, enclosed 

within a hermetically sealed envelope operating at 

several atmospheres pressure and in a highly chemically 

active environment, Any method of contact measurement 

is unsuitable and the elevated temperatures involved 

further limit the options, The following sections will 

detail the review_of possible measurement techniques 

-available and indicates the strengths and weaknesses 

of the various methods, 

3,2 Radiation Physics 

Having eliminated contact thermometry as a possible 

measuring technique the most likely method will then 

be some form of radiation thermometry, Before any 

practical radiation thermometers are discussed a number 

of concepts central to any study involving radiative 

energy transfer must be defined, 
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F1 gure 13. Electrodes of oper ahng 2·5Kw CID lamp 
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Basic to any study of radiative transfer is the concept 

of the black body which is defined as an ideal body 

that allows all incident energy to pass into it and 

absorbs internally all that incident radiation (i,e, 

no reflection), This is true for all wavelengths 

and angles of incidence, This means a black body is 

a perfect absorber of incident radiation and all other 

qualitative aspects of black body radiation can be 

derived from this definition, 

It can be shown by simple thermodynamic considerations 

that a perfect absorber must also be a total radiator 

at all wavelengths and in all directions and that the 

total radiant energy emitted by a black body is a 

function of its temperature only, The above qualitative 

laws can be derived from classical thermodynamic 

considerations only but the formulation of an expression 

for the magnitude of the emitted intensity at each 

wavelength constituting the radiation spectrum required 

the introduction of quantum theory, 

As has already been stated, most of the properties of 

a black body can be derived from classical thermo

dynamic considerations and several texts deal with the 

theory and details of such derivations (18, 19), 

Here it is intended to simply state the more important 

relationships concerning black body radiation:-

The Stefan-Boltzman law states that 

W = f1'T4 3,1 

where W = total radiation emitted per unit area 

by a black body at a temperature T 

~ = Stefan-Boltzman Constant = 5,67 x 10-8 Wm2 K-4 

Wien•s displacement law relates black body temperature 

to the wavelength which will emit the most energy:-

>.m = c3 where c3 = 2897 ;m K 3,2 

T 
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Consequently the maximum of radiation will be displaced 
I 

to' shorter wavelengths as the temperature increases, 

Classical thermodynamics could not derive an expression 

to relate how at a particular temperature the intensity 

of radiation is distributed among different wavelengths 

of a radiating black body surface. Following the 

development of quantum mechanics an expression was 

derived which described adequately the observed 

spectral distribution of a radiating black body, 

This expression is known as Planck's Law:-

N = 

Where N = watts radiated per square cm of surface 

per micro~ wavelength band at temperature T K 

= 

3,3 

= 

= 

wavelength 

Plancks first radiation constant= 3,73 x l0~ 6wm2 
Plancks second radiation constant = 0,014388mK 

At short wavelengths 

equation 3.3 can 

form as when ). T is 

and not too high temperatures 

be reduced to a much simpler 

small compared with C2 the-1 

in the denominator becomes negligible in comparison 

to ex p ( (,/;\ Tl 

So now we have 

N = c~xp(- C2 I ). T l 
;\5 

3,4 

This is known as Wien~ radiation law. For a temperature 

of 3000 K and ;\ = 0. 7 pm for instance, the use of the 

Wien law instead of the full expression would only 

result in an error of 0.1 per cent. 

Having established the radiating properties of a black 

body, which cannot actually be realised, it then 
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becomes necessary to determine how the performance of a real 

surface will relate to that of a black body, 

The measure of the radiating properties of a material 

relative to a black body is known as its emissivity 

and is defined by the expression 

Where~A is the emissivity of the material in question 

under conditions defined by A 

WA = Flux density emitted by real body under 

Conditions A 

WAB = Flux density emitted by black body under 

Conditions A 

It is important to define the conditions under which 

€ is measured as for some materials emissivity can 

be a function of temperature, wavelength and direction, 

From the definition of emissivity it can be seen that 

the emissivity of a black body must be 1 and all real 

materials will have emissivities less than 1, 

3,3 Radiation Pyrometry 

The basic processes involved in energy radiation 

from a hot body have been outlined and the following 

section·will describe how these processes can be· 

used in order to measure the temperature of a 

radiating surface, 

The types of radiation pyrometers fall broadly into 

three categories:- radiance pyrometers, total 

radiation pyrometers and ratio or colour pyrometers, 

A radiance pyrometer operates by measuring the radiance 

of a target material, As absolute measurement of 

radiance is very difficult and not very precise, it is 

far simpler to make measurements relative to some 

3,5 
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standard spectral rad~ance. In th~s ~nvest~gat~on 

the radiance standard used as the cal~brat~on 

standard takes the form of an NPL cal~brated tungsten 

str~p lamp. 

Total rad~at~on pyrometry ut~l~ses the Stefan-Boltzmann 

law (3.1) in order to relate measured radiat~on to 

the surface temperature but aga~n is usually used 

relat~ve to a standard rad~ation source. Total rad~at~on 

pyrometry would be impract~cal ~n th~s part~cular 

~nvest~gat~on because of the h~gh levels of u.v. and 

I.R. rad~at~on generated by the lamp, the target s~zes 

~nvolved and slow response t~mes. 

F~nally, a two colour or rat~o type pyrometer measures 

the rat~o of two measured rad~ances at d~fferent 

wavelengths wh~ch, if the em~ss~v~ty ~s ~dent~cal at 

both wavelengths, the ratio ~s proport~onal to the surface 

temperature. Details of the above types of pyrometer, 

the~r theory and cal~bration can be found ~n references 

13, 14 and 15. 

A further diff~culty ~n obtain~ng a rel~able temperature 

measur~ng techn~que for th~s ~nvest~gat~on ~s ~llustrated 

by f~gure 14 wh~ch shows the spectral output of a full 

rad~ator at 3,000 K, the reg~on be~ng ~nvest~gated, 

compared to that of a 2.5 kW CID lamp show~ng how, ~n 

any reglon ~n wh~ch rad~at~on measurements can be made, 
- -- - -

the arc also radiates very strongl'y. 

3.3.a. Radiance Pyrometers 

i) Optical Pyrometry 

The opt~cal or d~sappearing f~lament pyrometer ~s one 

of the simplest and most common forms of rad~ance 

pyrometer and ~s shown schematically in Figure 15. 

In th~s ~nstrument a radiance measurement is made 

sub]ect~vely ~n terms of relat~ve values obta~ned by 

v~sual impression by the operator who compares the 
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brightness of the target with that of a radiation 

source calibrated to black body temperature, A narrow 

spectral response is provided by an optical filter, 

The optical system is such that the image plane of 

the target coincides with the radiation source which 

is commonly a tungsten filament and both can be viewed 

simultaneously through the eye-piece, The radiance of 

the tungsten filament is varied by altering the current 

passing through it by means of a variable resistor R 
until the filament disappears in the image of the 

target, At this point the radiances are identical in 

the spectral region determined by the filter and the 

spectral response of the eye, The indicating meter, 

which measures lamp current, is calibrated with the 

reference lamp such that the spectral radiation 

temperature of the target can be read directly 

from the scale, 

Such an instrument has several advantages for an 

investigation of this type, The optical system is 

very versatile, incorporating several interchangeable 

lenses enabling a range of magnifications and pyrometer 

target distances to be used, Several instruments 

were available which have a considerable temperature 

measurement range, 650° - 5000°C achieved by insertion 

of neutral density filters into the optical path, The 

filter used on the pyrometers available are narrow band 
-

-filters centred on 650 nM and consequently errors caused 

in making measurements with the lamp burning will be 

reduced as in this region the CID lamp output -is not as 

high as in some regions of the spectrum, Errors caused by 

measurements made with the lamp running are very difficult 

to eliminate or quantify and will be discussed in more 

detail in a later section, 

The instrument also has certain limitations such as 

the fact that measurement is based on a subjective 

comparison of the target and reference filament which 

can cause an uncertainty in the measurement, 
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The 1nstrument 1s cal1brated to a black body temperature 

wh1ch w111, for a real mater1al, g1ve a temperature 

lower than true temperature because the target mater1al 

w1ll have an em1ss1v1ty less than un1ty and, consequently, 

the rad1ance of the mater1al w111 have a value below that 

of the black body by a factor of the em1ss1v1ty of the 

material. To correct to true temperature a value for 

the em1ss1v1ty of the material must be obta1ned. 

Em1ss1v1ty can vary w1th temperature and surface cond1t1on 

and 1t consequently 1ncurs a further source of uncerta1nty. 

The error 1ncurred as a result of tak1ng measurements 

with the arc runn1ng 1s also a l1m1tat1on of the system.and 

the response t1me of course 1s very slow, therefore, 

any rapid changes in temperature would be impossible to 

observe. 

ii) Photoelectric Pyrometry 

Alternative configurations of radiance pyrometer utilise 

some form of radiation detector to measure values of 

radiance instead of the eye as in the disappearing 

filament instrument. A number of possible detectors can 

be used such as a photomultiplier tube, the output of 

which is calibrated against a standard lamp to give 

spectral radiation temperature. A detector of this type 

has some major advantages such as its rapid response 

time enabling transient temperature changes to be observed 

and also.the ability.to observe the temperature decay 

on switch off if the output is taken to a suitable 

recorder. The broad spectral response of many available 

PM tubes means the spectral band can be chosen to 

minimise the effects of measurement with the lamp burning. 

The disadvantages of a photomultiplier tube based system 

are as with the previous radiance pyrometers a value must 

be obtained for emissivity in order to convert measured 

temperatures to true surface temperature and the 

photomultiplier tube tends to be dependant on input 

voltage and a very stable PM supply would be necessary 

if constant calibration checks were to be avoided. 
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A further type of radiance pyrometer utilizing a 

narrow spectral band is a lithium tantalate detector 

system, In terms of performance a lithium tantalate 

detector is very similar to the photomultiplier in 

that it can be calibrated to give an output in terms of 

spectral radiation temperature, Lithium tantalate 

detectors have very rapid response times typically 

approximately 7msec and a very wide flat spectral 

response (,00~ tol,OO~ ), This gives a large choice 

of spectral window to enable a region where the arc 

radiation is at a minimum and the response time is 

sufficiently rapid to enable transient temperature 

effects to be viewed and decay of temperature at switch 

off to be monitored, 

These detectors only respond to pulsed, modulated 

or chopped radiation with a typical response ,OlHz 

to lOOMHz so some form of radiation chopper is required, 

As with the majority of radiation pyrometers in order to 

convert a measured radiation temperature to true temperature 

a value of emissivity must be known, 

iii) Photoelectric Band Radiation Pyrometry 

Figure 16 shows schematically a typical band radiation 

pyrometer which is simply a radiance pyrometer viewing 

a wide range of wavelengths, The pyrometer of Figure 16 

collects-radiation through a lens onto the radiation 

detector, The optical system allows simultaneous 

viewing of the target and detector enabling reliable 

targeting of the detector to be achieved, 

The advantages of all types of such detectors are 

similar i.e. their simplicity to use and positive 

focussing, The drawbacks of the system are that the 

wide spectral region observed makes the measurement 

with the lamp running unreliable as the arc radiation 

contributes considerably to the signal and all of the 

materials mentioned have their peak sensitivity 
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well into the visible region. In addition the 

instruments ava1lable have a minimum target size 

of approximately Smm radius spot which is rather 

large for this particular investigation. Finally, 

these instruments also suffer from the necessity 

to know the emissivity of the target materials in 

order to correct measured temperature to true 

temperature. 

The types of detector used in a typical band radiation 

pyrometer are quite var1ed such as cadmium sulphide, 

s1licon, germanium and lead sulphide and the band 

is determined by the spectral response of the detector. 

These detectors are much less sensitive than the 

photoelectric or pyoelectric detectors (such as 

the PM tube or lithium tantalate detector) and 

consequently for a small target size require a 

wider spectral w1ndow to realise useable output. 

Two such instruments are available for use;both 

incorporating silicon detectors. 

A number of alternative band radiation pyrometers 

exist such as thermal imaging or photographic based 

techniques which were not considered for reasons of 

cost and complexity. 
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3.3.b. Colour Pyrometers 

The two colour or ratio pyrometers measure the 

ratio between amounts of radiation emitted from the 

target in two limited wavelength bands. If the 

emissivity of the target for the two bands used is the 

same (i.e. emissivity is independent of wavelength 

the material is a grey body) then the output of the 

instrument w1ll depend only on the temperature of 

that material as is illustrated in Figure 17 and so 

the emissivity does not need to be known to obtain a 

value of true temperature for the target material. 

One ratio pyrometer was available which could be used 

for th1s investigation which operates by the comparison 

of radiation emitted in narrow bands centred on 550 

and 650 nm. For the wavelength bands involved in 

this particular instrument the emissivity for tungsten 

varies by less than 3% (12) which is possibly more 

accurate than the determination of an absolute value 

for the emissitivity of the electrodes. The instrument 

employs a direct viewing focussing arrangement, an 

internal calibration standard, a direct digital readout 

in degrees centigrade and can be linked to a pen recorder. 

~he drawbacks of the system are with its optical 

arrangement, the target size is rather too large and 

to run with the-smallest target-size,-the detector 

head is so close to the lamp that cooling the detector 

becomes a problem. The major problem with this 

instrument though is the proximity of the 550 nM 

band to the mercury resonance line in the spectrum 

and as clouds of gas absorbing and emitting in this 

band are passed in the field of view the interference 

caused g1ves poor results. 
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3,4 Evaluation of Available Technigues 

Hav1ng reviewed the main techniques available 

for making the measurements required for this 

investigat1on, certain external constraints limit 

the choice in addition to the technical considerations, 

Firstly cost is a limitation as the proJect has a 

lim1ted budget and the purchase of expensive 

equipment is not possible, Time is also a maJor 

constraint and in view of the measurements to be 

made not too much t1me should be ded1cated to developing 

a measurement technique if a simpler alternat1ve existed, 

Two pyrometers incorporating silicon detectors were tried 

in a lim1ted number of measurements and were found to 

be unstable on readout i.e. the output was not steady 

but fluctuating constantly, The fluctuating temperature 

measurements were attributed to interference of the arc 

radiation and 1n particular clouds of mercury vapour 

which can be seen moving around within the arc tube, 

(This problem is discussed in more detail in Appendix 2), 

Large target size was also a drawback of the instruments 

used, 

Other detector materials used in this type of band 

rad1ation pyrometer would suffer similar setbacks and 

-the poss1b1lity of-using this type of instrument was 

not pursued, 

An attempt was made to set up a system using a 

monochromater system and a photomultiplier tube as 

the detector but it was very difficult to ma1nta1n 

a stable calibration when mov1ng lamps to scan the 

electrodes and ma1ntain1ng the tight control over 

the optical system targeting the electrode on the 

entrance to the monochromater. 'If a simpler system --~~ -~~-- -

could be employed it would be better for this pro]ect--

• 
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but for any further work involving more accurate or detailed 

J temperature measurements this system could probably be 

made to work. 

The two colour or ratio pyrometer was adopted 

init~ally as a possible convenient measuring 

instrument and the performance and limitations of 

the instrument are d~scussed ~n more detail in 

Appendix 2. The two colour instrument was eventually 

found to be unsu~table for use as a measur~ng 

instrument in this invest~gat~on due mainly to problems 

of arc interference and too large a measur~ng f~eld. 

Finally, the instrument chosen to make the measurements 

was the disappearing filament pyrometer which was 

considered sufficiently accurate, probably the simplest 

instrument to use, very versatile and has very good 

spatial resolution. The use of the instrument and 

discussion of its limitat~ons will be discussed in 
greater detail in sections 4 and 6. 
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4, EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

4,1 Temperature Measurement Technique 

As has been established the instrument chosen to 

make the temperature measurements is the disappearing 

filament pyrometer, To restate the reasoning 

behind the choice a number of factors influenced 

the selection:-

a) Availability - at least two instruments were 

available for use, 

b) The simplicity of operation and versatile optical 

system mean that setting up the measurement system 

can be done very quickly and measurements can be 

performed rapidly, 

c) The very large temperature range of the instrument 

means that extremes of temperature encountered by 

over-running or under-running lamps can be easily 

accommodated, 

d) Good spatial resolution can be achieved enabling 

detailed thermal profiles to be obtained, 

e) The use of the red filter helps minimise the 

errors caused by measuring temperatures with 

the lamp running, 

f) These instruments have been used extensively 

to give satisfactory results at similar 

temperatures in, investigations into temperatures 

of tungsten filaments in incandescent lamps, 

The instrument does have some limitations and 

an attempt is made to quantify the errors of 
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the measurement system and those l1mitations are 

considered in the treatment of the results. 

One problem which is encountered with any form 

of radiance pyrometry is the necessity to obtain 

a value for the emissivity of the material being 

measured in order to correct to true temperature. 

The difficulty arises because em1ssivity is 

dependant on the surface texture of the material 

and can be affected by the method of manufacture 

and to obtain a definite value is obviously very 

difficult. 

A further source of error 1s the sub]ect1ve 

nature of the colour matching of the filament to 

the target although this can be minimised by the 

use of a single operator for all measurements and 

by calibrat1on checks against a standard lamp, 

__ f'inally, the _n_ax::rmv _spE~ctral _x::egion observed does ___ _ 

reduce errors caused by arc radiation but it cannot 

be totally eliminated, Attempts were made to evaluate 

quantitatively the error introduced, 

4,2 Pyrometer Calibrat1on Procedure 

Due to a problem of ava1labil1ty of the disappearing 

f1lament pyrometers two instruments had to be used 

to make the measurements, Both instruments were 

of the same type and model and both were checked 

against our N,P,L, calibrated tungsten strip lamp 

radiance temperature standard for the accuracy of 

their calibration, 

The instruments used are Pyro-WERK GMBH micro

pyrometers, Serial Numbers 3161 and 3342, All 

measurements used a standard supplementary lens 



designated D by Pyro-WERK which gives a magnification 

of 33 times, (This lens was subsequently used for 

all measurements), 

corrections were made to measured temperatures tq 

compensate for the lens used as given in the 

manufacture~s literature, (Table 2), 

The instrument is shown schematically in Figure 15 

and its layout is shown in Figure 18, The operating 

procedure is as follows:-

The filament is set to max1mum sharpness by turning 

the eyepiece lens, Once the target is in 

approximate line of sight the measurement point 

is brought into focus by adJustment of the focusing 

screw, The red filter is now turned into the 

optical path and the instrument is ready to make 

a measurement, The battery supply to the pyrometer 

is switched on and whilst observing via the eyepiece 

the coarse and fine resistances located on opposite 

sides of the instrument are adJusted until the 

filament tip is no longer visible against the 

target i,e, both have the same radiance, At this 

point the measured temperature can be read from the 

milliameter which is calibrated in black body 

radiance temperature in~degrees centigrade, To~ 

th1s temperature must be added the lens correction 

and a measured radiance temperature is obtained, 

The required lens correction is specified by the 

manufacturer as is shown in Table 2 and was plotted 

as shown in Figure 19, This plot was used to 

obtain the correction to add to convert the reading 

obtained from the pyrometer to an indicated radiance 

temperature, 
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INDICATED CORRECTION 
TEMP. oc + oc 

1300 4.0 

1400 7,6 

1500 10,5 

1600 14.4 

1700 17.5 

1800 20.0 

1900 22.0 

2000 24.0 

2500 30.0 

3000 36.0 

3500 42.0 

4000 48.0 

4500 54.0 

5000 60.0 

TABLE 2 

ABSORPTION CORRECTION FOR PYROMETER READINGS WHEN USING 

LENS D. Obtained from manufacturers literature, 
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In order to verify the calibration of the 

instruments to be used, they were checked 

against an N.P.L. radiance temperature standard 

tungsten strip lamp. Unfortunately the available 

standard lamp is only calibrated in the range 

1,300 to 2,300 degrees centigrade and consequently 

any modification to the calibration above 

2,300°C must be an extrapolated figure. 

The calibration measurements were carried out 

with the pyrometer mounted as for all measurements 

in a micromanipulator on an optical bench 

with the lamp supported by a clamp onto the 

lampholder. With the pyrometer set horizontally 

and targeted on the central portion of the 

strip lamp, a series of measurements were taken 

at 50 degree steps from 1,300 to 2,300 degrees 

centigrade. The pyrometer was used with the 

lens used for the regular measurements and 

the relevant lens correction was added to the 

measured temperature. The results are shown 

in Table 3. 

A linear regression straight line fit was 

applied to the calibration data and the following 

relationships were found to hold better than 

+ 0.5% at all measured P<:>ints:--

Pyrometer No. 3161 No. 3342 

Scale 1: True = 63 + 0.975 Tmeas True = 63 + 0.966 

Scale 2: True = 64 + 0.983 Tmeas True = 48 + 0. 981 

Tmeas 

Tmeas 

Scale 3: True = 1.065 Tmeas-45 True = 1.091 Tmeas -147 

Where Tmeas = measured temperature corrected for 

lens and True = True radiance temperature, the 

above relationships were used to convert all 

measured temperatures to radiance temperatures. 
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No.3161 No.3342 
TRUE PYROMETER MEASURED MEASURED 
T~~RATURE SCALE TEMPERATURE •c TEMPERATURE 0

( 

1300 1 1269 1279 

1350 1 1320 1335 

1400 1 1371 1387 

1450 1 1423 1434 

1450 2 1407 1429 

1500 2 1459 1480 

1550 2 1511 1532 

1600 2 1563 1583 

1650 2 1614 1630 

1700 2 1666 1687 

1750 2 1717 1738 

1800 2 1774 1784 

1850 2 1820 1841 

1900 2 1871 1886 

1950 2 1917 1937 

2000 2 1968 1988 

2050 2 2014 2044 

2100 3 2024 2064 

2150 3 2054 2105 

2200 3 2105 2146 

2250 3 2156 2196 

2300 3 2206 2247 

TABLE 3 

CALIBRATION DATA FOR PYROMETERS No, 3161 and 3342 

(Measured temperature includes lens correction) 
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A further calibration check was performed 

using the standard lamp to evaluate the effect, 

if any, of the angle of measurement i.e. if 

the pyrometer is not sighted normal to the 

target. This was checked both horizontally 

and vertically. 

The standard lamp was set to 1900°C and the 

pyrometer targeted on the tungsten strip as 

for the calibration measurements at right angles 

to the source and a measurement taken. The 

pyrometer was then lowered 5mm using the micro-
' manipulator and by rotating the pyrometer upwards 
I 

using its vertical -ad]uster, the source resighted 

and a further measurement taken. This procedure 

was repeated in 5mm steps to the limit of 

adjustment on the micro-manipulator which in 

the vertical plane is 20mm, The procedure 

was then reversed with measurements being taken 

from the maximum displacement 20mm back to 0. 

A similar exercise was performed but moving in 

the horizontal plane with 5mm steps from 0 to 

25mm and returning as before. The results are 

shown in Table 4 and show that within the range 

tested the measured temperature is not affected 

-by the target-pyrometer --angle. This suggests 

that maintaining the pyrometer perfectly normal 

to the measurement surface is not essential to 

obtain reliable results. 

The lamps used for the measurements were operated 

on the control gear specified in Sections 2.2.a 

and 2.2.b for alternating and direct current 

respectively. As Figures 10 and 11 show, both 

circuits utilise meters to monitor the voltage 
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SET VERTICAL HORIZONTAL MEASURED 
TEMPERATURE DISPlACEMENT DISPLACEMENT TEMPERATURE* •c 

•c mm mm 1 2 

1900 0 0 1881 1881 

1900 5 0 1881 1881 

1900 10 0 1886 1881 

1900 15 0 1886 1886 

1900 20 0 1881 1886 

1900 0 0 1881 1881 

1900 0 5 1886 1881 

1900 0 10 1881 1881 

1900 0 15 1881 1886 

1900 0 20 1886 1886 

1900 0 25 1881 1881 

* 1 is temperature measured on first run starting displacement = 0 

2 is temperature measured on second run ending displacement = 0 

MEASURED v TRUE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE WITH VARYING DISPlACEMENT 

BOTH VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FROM NORMAL MEASUREMENT POSITION. 
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across and the current flowing through the lamp, 

In the alternating current case this is done 

us1ng a s1ngle meter, a Cambridge A,C, test set 

wh1ch is a moving coil instrument capable of 

measuring not only voltage and current but also 

the lamp wattage, The max1mum current handling 

capacity of th1s test set is 20 amps and s1nce 

at its rated wattage the 2,5kW CID lamp current 

is greater than 25 amps it was necessary to use 

a current transformer to step down the current 

by a factor of ten, The particular test set used, 

Serial No, SED 490, had 1ts cal1bration verified 

by our standards laboratory and the calibration 

certificate is 1ncluded in Appendix 4, For the 

various sets of measurements after stabilising 

for five to ten m1nutes the lamp wattage was set 

to the required value by varying the supply voltage 

by means of a variable transformer, this alters 

the lamp current and hence wattage, 

In direct current operation measurements were 

made using three separate 1nstruments, a D,C, 

wattmeter and ammeter for wattage and current 

and the same Cambridge instrument to measure the 

lamp voltage, Variations in the operating 

power of the lamps on D,C, was achieved by switching-

1n or out elements of the ballast which 1s a 

bank of res1stance elements wired in parallel, 

This has the disadvantage that wattage can only 

be varied in steps and not in a continuous manner 

as for the A,C, circuit, 
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Because these lamps are high pressure discharges 

and dur1ng operation have an internal pressure 

of several atmospheres there 1s a slight chance 

of the lamp failing in an explosive manner 

and consequently as a safety precaution 1t is 

necessary to operate the lamps in a wire mesh 

cage. The cage has a cut out section to enable 

the pyrometer to view the electrodes directly, 

The physical format of the system is shown 1n 

Figure 20. The lampholder is mounted on a table 

the height of which can also be adjusted. 

Since, as spec1fied earlier, this investigation 

1s concerned only w1th the steady state condition 

achieved when the electrodes reach a stable 

temperature, the first problem is to determine 

at what point this stable condit1on is achieved. 

In order to determine how long after switch on 

of the lamp this stable state is achieved a series 

of measurements were made at various times after 

switch on of a lamp and at different positions 

along the electrode. The results of this trial 

are shown in Table 5. X in Table 5 represents 

the displacement from the tip of the electrode 

a-t- which th~ readings were taken and the measurement 

was taken central in the lateral plane. The 

results of Table 5 show that the electrode 

temperatures reach a stable value relatively 

quickly between 7 and 14 minutes at the longest 

and consequently all lamps will be allowed a 

minimum 15 minutes stabilisat1on time after 

switch on to achieve a temperature equilibr1um 

before any measurements are taken. 



F1gure 20. D1sappe~rmg filament pyrometer as used for temperatur~ scans 
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X TIME (Min) MEASURED TEMP. 
oc (Including 
lens correction) 

2.5mm 2 2429 

2.5 7 2449 

2.5 14 2409 

2.5 17 2419 

2.5 28 2409 

8.0 2 1988 

8.0 8 1983 

8.0 21 1983 

8.0 36 1983 

TABLE 5 

TEMPERATURE v TIME FOR POINTS ON THE RIGHT* HAND 

ELECTRODE OF 2. 5kW CID LAHP NUMBER 1. 

* CID Lamps have an identifying number stamped on the 

pinch seal and right and left __ al:'~ taken with that number 

facing the observer. 
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Having specified in the preceding sections the 

methods of operating and obtaining a calibration 

for the pyrometer and of controlling and monitoring 

the lamp at its required wattage, the following will 

deal with the method of measuring the electrode 

temperatures and the measurements taken. 

Having set the lamp to run at the desired wattage 

and allowed it to stabilise for a minimum of fifteen 

minutes, the micro-manipulator holding the pyrometer 

was set to its zero position for horizontal and 

vertical travel and with the pyrometer set approximately 

horizontal, the pyrometer filament ,was targetted on 

upper tip of the electrode coil and central in the 

horizontal plane. A temperature measurement is 

then taken at this point which is taken as the 

x = 0 point. Using the micro-manipulator the 

pyrometer is then lowered to the second measurement 

point and a second temperature reading taken. This 

the' 
_I 

process is then repeated taking measurements until 

the electrode shank is obscured as it enters the 

pinch seal region. The scan obtained is represented 

schematically in Figure 21 (a). 

For each electrode under a specific set of conditions 

this process is repeated taking scans from both 

fronj: ~nd _rear of t_he lamp __ (front isalways specified 

as the side on which the lamps identification number 

is stamped) and a measurement from the outer side 

of the lamp. This process is then repeated for 

the second electrode. The six sets of measurements 

made per lamp are shown schematically in Figure 21 (b). 

Measurements were taken in this way of a number of 

standard production 2.5kW CID lamps at 1.5, 2.0 and 

2.5kW both on alternating and direct current. 
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X=O 

; x=1cm 

a. 

d1rect1on of 
measurement 

(seen from above) 

0 0 4--t--

b. 

F1gure21. Illustration of temperature measurements 
to obtam temperature prof1le 
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Several spec1ally constructed lamps were measured, 

two having no coils at the electrode tip and 

one lamp having odd sized electrodes for direct 

current operation. Also, a number of lkW 

CSI/CID lamps were measured at rated wattage. 

The resultant temperature profiles are, for 

each electrode,in the form of three sets of 

measurements from the three aspects. In order 

to establish a temperature profile for the entire 

electrode it 1s simpler to have a singl~ value 

of temperature for each point along the electrode. 

This is achieved by simply averaging the three 

values at any given X point along the electrode. 

This gives a profile in a more easily presented 

form and has the advantage of removing local 

effects such as the arc attaching to one side 

of the electrode. Variations in the temperatures ~bt;i~ed 
at a single X point on an electrode from the different 

aspects of up to 200 degress Kelvin were obtained. 

These differences were more pronounced in the tip 

region where the arc attached to one side of the electrode 

leaving the opposite side cooler. With the small 

diameters of rod involved in this investigation such 

discrepancies do not cause any major problems in 

calculating an average profile but if much larger 

diameters of rod were to be used this would no~ be 

the case. 

4.4 Reproducibility 

A number of measurements were made and repeated with the 

lamp running under identical conditions after a minimum 

period of 24 hours in order to assess the reproducibility 

of the measurement technique. The measured data obtained 

is shown in Table 6 (data is as measured uncorrected for 

lens, calibrations or emissivity) and shows that the 

measurement sy,stem is reproducable to significantly 

better than ~ 5%. 

! 



X INITIAL REPEAT AT % INITIAL REPEAT AT % 
MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT DIFFERENCE MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT DIFFERENCE •c 'c •c •c 

- 0 2050 2020 30 1.5 2410 2360 50 
.os 2035 2010 25 1.2 2350 2370 20 
.15 1985 1985 0 0 2300 2290 10 
• 25 1945 1945 0 0 2250 2190 60 
.35 1905 1915 10 0.5 2090 2080' 10 
.4 1865 1870 5 0.3 2050 2030 20 
.s 1840 1850 10 0.5 2000 1970 30 
.6 1820 1810 10 0.5 1920 1900 20 
.7 1780 1775 5 0.3 1860 1840 20 
.a 1690 1735 45 2.7 1795 1770 25 
.9 1680 1700 20 1.2 1755 1700 55 
1.0 1680 1690 10 0.6 1680 1655 25 
1.1 1640 1660 20 1.2 1610 1595 15 

1.2 1600 1625 25 1.6 1550 1540 10 
1.3 1605 1605 0 0 1520 1515 5 

1.4 -- 1575- 1575 0 0 - --- 1490 - 1485 5-

1.5 1550 1550 0 0 1460 1450 10 

1.6 1515 1520 5 .3 1440 1435 5 

1.7 1500 1485 15 1.0 1430 1430 0 

TABLE ~-

Repeated sets of measurements with lamp operating under identical conditions for initial 

and repeat measurement, All measurements made on lamp No. 238 under various operating 

condit~ons. X in Cm and temperatures as indicated by pyrometer uncorrected, 
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X INITIAL RE.-uu AT % INITIAL REPEAT AT % 
MEAS~EMENT MEASlJ!lCEMENT DIFFERENCE MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT DIFFERENC, c ·c ·c 

0 ' 2420 2400 20 0.8 2610 2630 20 0.8 
.05 2370 2330 40 1.7 2350 2350 0 0 
.15 2380 2350 30 1.3 2275 2350 75 3.3 
• 25 2300 2310 10 0.4 2250 2280 30 1.3 
.35 2220 2225 5 0.2 2175 2225 50 2.3 
.4 2175 2120 55 2.5 2145 2125 20 0.9 
.5 2020 2050 30 1.5 2025 2045 20 1.0 
.6 1955 1990 35 1.8 1980 2030 50 2.5 

I 

B 
.7 1885 1920 35 1.9 1925 1960 35 1.8 
.a 1810 1835 25 1.4 1900 1910 10 0.5 
.9 1740 1760 20 1.1 1840 1855 15 0.8 
1.0 1665 1690 25 1.5 1780 1785 5 0.3 
1.1 1595 1630 35 2.2 1680 1690 10 0.6 
1.2 1550 1575 25 1.6 1600 1630 30 1.9 
1.3 1500 1530 30 2.0 1560 1585 25 1.6 
1.4 1465 1495 30 2.0 1590 1560 30 1.9 
1.5 - 1440 1470 30 -- 2.1 1595 1560 35 2.2 - -- -- - -
1.6 1440 1465 25 1.7 1540 1520 20 1.3 
1.7 1445 1460 '15 1.0 1525 1500 25 1.6 

TABLE 6 (Cant) 
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5, RESULTS 

The results obtained as described have been corrected 

by the use of the factor to compensate for the 

supplementary lens used on the pyrorneter but require 

correction for the calibration error of the pyrorneters 

to yield a true radiance temperature, 

Having obtained this value of radiance temperature 

a further correction is required to obtain the true 

surface temperature as the target material, tungsten, 

is far from behaving like a black body, This 

correction can be derived by considering Weins Law: 

E:xC1 );: exp(-~,T) = C,A~15 

e.><p(-~~.s) 
Where SB "' apparent (measured) temperature in K 

€>. "' emissivity at wavelength A 
c1 and C2 are radiation constants 

I = true temperature (K) 

t\a "' effective measuring wavelength 

T ( J_+ A& Ln. E.,. ri 
So " ~, Cz 

Consequently if the emissivity is known at the 

wavelength used for measurement the true temperature 

of the target can be calculated, 

The effective wavelength for this instrument is 

determined by the filter used and taken to be 0,65)Uffi 

as spec1fied by the manufacturers l1terature and the 

value of emissivity is taken from de Vos•s data (12) 

to be 0,43 which represents an average value for the 

temperature range under considerat1on, Variation of 

emissivity with temperature over the measured range 

will cause less than ~ 1% error in the resultant 

temperature and so is not a major source-of error, 

5,1 

5,2 
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All sets of measured data were transferred onto 

casette tape via a Hewlett Packard 85 mini-computer 

for storage and so the pyrometer calibration as 

specified in Section 4.2 and emissivity corrections 

were made by the creation of a correction sub-routine 

in the program written to store the data on the tapes. 

The temperature profiles stored on the computer tapes 

are now true measured surface temperatures for tungsten 

in degrees Kelvin v displacement from the electrode 

tip in centimetres. As six sets of measurements 

exist for each lamp measured under any particular 

operating conditions the total number of electrode 

temperature profiles is in the region of 150 - 200 

and so only a summary of those results will be 

presented here. 

Table 7 shows the temperature profiles obtained for 

each electrode of three standard production 2.5kW CID 

lamps operated on A.c. The results obtained show a 

good degree of similarity in temperature profiles for 

lamps of nominally identical construction operating 

under identical conditions. This similarity in 

profile for lamps of nominally identical construction 

operating under similar conditions is typical of all 

the results obtained in the investigation. 

Figure 23 shows the variation in the average 

temperature profile of the three production 2.5kW CID 

lamps measured at 2.5kW, 2.0kW and 1.5kW on A.c. and 

shows that the basic profile shape remains unaltered 
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LAMP No. 23a·~r!Kl IAMP No. 339 T!KJ Lamp No. 301 T(KJ 
X LEFT RIGHT LEFT , RIGHT LEFT RIGHT 

ELECTRODE ELECTRODE ELECTRODE ELECTRODE ELECTRODE ELECTRODE 

0 3335 3252 3312 3273 3241 3197 

.os 3190 3129 3230 3139 3177 3150 

.15 3118 3097 3162 3055 3038 3114 

.25 3075 3032 3114 2994 2906 3060 

.35 2929 2965 2887 2934 2845 2890 

.4 2853 2831 2814 2781 2723 2745 

.5 2689 2761 2711 2663 2586 2662 

.6 2620 2676 2634 2620 2526 2538 

.7 2533 2571 2532 2546 2464 2477 

.a 2476 2501 2473 2479 2387 2417 

.9 2396 2436 2385 2375 2304 2337 

1.0 2325 2355 2298 2331 2213 2253 

1.1 2241 2292 2241 2269 2143 2168 

1.2 2172 2232 2180 2220 2091 2128 

1.3 2132 2172 2141 2153 2036 2084 

1.4 2116 2108 2166 2093 1982 2041 

1.5 2093 2068 2108 2050 1978 1991 

1.6 2057 2019 2003 2051 1931 1974 

1.7 2023 1953 - - 1937 1923 

TABLE 7 

MEASURED TEMPERATURE PROFILES OF THE ELECTRODES OF STAN~D 

?RODUCTION 2.5kW CID LAMPS OPERATED AT 2,500W ON A C. 

' 
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Temp. v pos1hon 2·5kW Rated CID 

D T@2. 5Kw 
QT@2. 0Kw 
6.T@1.5Kw 

:.:: 2500 
0.. 
E 

~ 

2000 

1500~------~~--------~--------~~--
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

F1gure 23 

4000 

3000 

X (cm) 
Average temperature prof1les for standard 

2·5kW CID lamps 

Temp. v pos1tlan 2·5kW Rated CID 
0 T@2. 5Kw Production 

v Lamp No I at 25Kw 

0Lamp No2at 2·5Kw 

2000 

1500~------~~------~~--------~--
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

X (cm) 
F1gure 24. Temperature prof1les of 2 5kW CID lamp electrodes 

of var1ous geometr1es 
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as the lamp power is reduced but is d~splaced to lower 

temperatures. 

Figure 24 shows the comparison between the average 

2,5kW CID production lamp operated at rated power 

(2.5kW) on A.c. and the two specially constructed 

lamps having no overwind co~ls on the electrodes when 

operated under s~milar conditions. Lamp 1 has electrodes 

which are effectively standard shanks but with the 

overwind omitted and shows the considerable difference 

made by the overw~nd to the electrode performance. 

Lamp 2 has a larger than standard electrode shank and 

no overwind but still runs hotter than the standard 

electrode configuration, 

One standard 2,5kW CID lamp operating at rated 

wattage on A,C, supply was measured at intervals 

dur~ng life testing in order to observe whether any 

change occurs in the temperature profile as a result 

of prolonged operation, The results are presented in 

Table 8 and show no significant change between the 

sets of measurement as the lamp is aged to 200 hours. 

The profiles obtained operating a 2,5kW CID lamp on 

D,C, show a maJor difference between electrodes 

with the anode running at much higher temperatures 

than the cathode. - · · -· 

Figure 25 shows the profiles obtained at various 

wattages, D,C, operation, for lamp No, 339 and shows, 

as for the A,C, case, the profile shape is maintained 

but shifted to lower temperatures as the operating power 

is reduced, 
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X LEFT ELECTRODE T(K) RIGHT ELECTRODE TIKl 
0 hrs 100 hrs 200 hrs 0 hrs lUU hrs 2uu hrs 

0 3342 3231 3231 3188 3034 3218 

.os 3272 3273 3237 3237 3072 3211 

.15 3188 3199 3197 3141 3062 3199 

. 25 3082 3215 3029 2974 2940 3023 

.35 2953 2980 2976 2863 2820 2858 

.4 2820 2843 2798 2675 2662 2706 

.5 2715 2750 2750 2597 2609 2603 

.6 2645 2702 2683 2540 2547 2551 

. 7 2574 2601 2597 2490 2485 2454 

. 8 2493 2545 2493 2403 2424 2415 

.9 2430 2473 2403 2311 2342 2329 

1.0 2341 2379 2310 2234 2278 2271 

1.1 2272 2305 2261 2194 2228 2209 

1.2 2234 2257 2198 2132 2182 2165 

1.3 2184 2195 2148 2092 2100 2106 

1.4 2134 2122 2085 2071 2057 2061 

1.5 2082 2078 2059 2027 2040 2089 

1.6 2060 2074 2070 1966 2029 2050 

1.7 2013 2040 2056 1914 1973 -

TABLE 8 

Variation of temperature with position for the electrodes 

of 2.5kW CID lamps run at 2.5kW and measured at intervals 

through the lamps life. 

Temperatures in K , X in cm. 
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Anode,Temp v Pos1t1on CDC) 
4000 

!R1ght electrode) 

::.::: 
a. 

3000 

~2500 

2000 

0 339@2. 4Kw 
Q339@1.95Kw 
6339@1.4Kw 

1500'------ __ __.J._ ____ --J.. ____ _J~-

0.0 0.5 X(cm) 1.0 · 1.5 

3000 

::.::: 
ci. 
~2500 
~ I 

2000~ 

F1gure 25 Temperature profiles of the anode of 
2· Skw C I 0 lamp no. 339 QC. operation 

( R1 ght electrode•) 
0 339@2. 4Kw 
\7No6@2. 5Kw 
<)No2@2. 5Kw 

1500~----~~------~~------~~-
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

X(cm) 
F1gure 26 Temperature profiles of 2·5kW CID lamp anodes 

of var1ous geometr1es DC. operation 
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Figure 26 shows the profiles of the anodes of 

lamp Nos. 2 and 6 compared to No. 339 when 

at sim1lar powers. The profiles for Nos. 

operated 

2 and 6 

are of particular interest as they have anodes of 

the same size but considerably d1fferent cathode 

sizes, see Table l,and the anode profiles are similar 

indicating that the anode profile is independent of 

cathode geometry. The cathodes of these lamps show 

a markedly different profile as can be seen in Figures 

27 and 28. The profiles of Lamp No.339 at varying 

powers, Figure 27, again shows the similar shaped 

profile shifting to lower temperatures as lamp power 

is reduced. 

Figure 28 shows the cons1derable difference a change 

in geometry can make to an electrode profile. 

Compar1son of Figures 25 and 27 shows the considerable 

d1fference in temperature between anode and cathode 

of lamps operated on D.c. and also from Figures'26 

and 28 that the difference can be narrowed by a change 

in geometry of one or both of the electrodes. 

The measured profiles for the 

shown ~epresented graphically 

lkW CSI/CID lamps are 

in Figure 29. The 

results are for A.c. operat1on at rated wattage and 

represent_ the average of both electrodes of one lamp - - -----

for the CSI and of two lamps for the CID figures. 

Although the CID does display slightly higher electrode 

temperatures it is possible that it could s1mply be 

accounted for by lamp to lamp variat1on as it is a 

relatively small d1fference. 

Two 2.5kW CID lamps Nos. 1 and 2, were also measured 

for t1p temperature (x ~ 0) with change in current 

(A.C. operation) and the results are shown in Table 9. 

The measured values as presented in Figures 23 to 29 

are shown tabulated in Appendix 3. 
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Cathode,Temp v Pos1t1on <DC) 
2800 (left electro!W 

2000 

1800 

U 339@2. 4Kw 
Q339@1.95Kw 
6339@1. 4Kw 

1600~------~~--------~--------~~-
0.0 0.5 1 0 1. 5 

3200 

2800 
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Et gure 27 . Temperature profrles of cathode of 2·5kW CID 

lamp no.339 operated on DC 

(Left electrode) 
D 339@2. 4Kw 
\7No6@2. 5Kw 
0No2@2. 5Kw 

~ 2400 

2200 

2000 

1800~------~~------~~~------~~-
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

X (cm) 
Er gure 28. Teflllerature profrles of 2·5kW CID lamp cathodes 

of varrous geometrres DC operation 
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No.1 Na2 
I T(K) LEFT T-RIGHT T-LEFT T-RIGHT 

l::>mn• ELECTRODE ELECTRODE ELECTRODE ELECTRODE 

27.5 - - 3378 3308 

25.0 3607 3575 3282 3163 

22.5 3443 3455 3172 3112 

20.0 3296 3358 3053 2932 

l 7.5 3160 3182 2941 2823 

15,0 2948 2999 2840 2627 

TABLE 9 ----
Tip temperature (i.e. x = 0) variation with lamp current 

for lamps No. 1 and 2. A.C. operation. 

Temperatures K and Current I amps. 
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6, DISCUSSION 

6,1 Development of Mathematical Model 

The measured temperature profiles have shown that 

for lamps of similar construction running under 

similar conditions the resultant temperature profiles 

are comparable, If the relationships determining the 

interact1on of lamp dimensions, running conditions and 

any other variables could be related to the resultant 

performance of the lamp this would give insight into 

the processes occuring in the lamp during operation 

and possibly provide a useful tool which could be 

used to design new electrode systems or make improvements 

in existing systems, 

In order to try to build a model of what 1s happening 

in an operating electrode system we must consider in 

its simplest terms what is occuring in such an electrode 

during operation, 

The electrode is conducting current and also being 

heated at its upper surface by the arc and dissipating 

that energy by conduction along its length and 

radiation from its surface, This picture can be 

simplified if we assume that no energy is transferred 

radially within_the electrode i.~. at any poin~ along-the-

electrode no temperature gradients exist radially, 

We assume also that the only energy loss is by 

radiation radially from the electrode surface and by 

conduction along the electrode rod, That is, 

convection losses do not play a significant role, 

Heating of the electrode is by conduction through the 

end face of the electrode from the arc and also by 

JOUle heating from the passage of current through 

the shank, In the case of the lamps under consideration 
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the Joule heating w1ll be assumed to be negligible, 

the validity and implications of this assumption will 

be d1scussed in a later sect1on. 

If we now consider a very small element bx of an 

electrode performing as specified above, such as the 

element shown schematically in Figure 30 with 

energy Ql pass1ng through surface A at temperature T 

and energy Qz leaving the element through surface B 

at a temperature T- 6T. The balance of energy 1s 

'lost by radiation, QR , from the surface of element. 

Energy passing into the element through surface A is 

given by:-

Q1 =- Kff r2 dT 
dx 

6.1 

where K =-thermal conductivity of the electrode material 

r = radius of the electrode 

Energy pass1ng out of the element through surface B 

is given by:-

Energy dissipated from the surface of the element is 

given by:-

Where the Stefan-Boltzman law is modified to 

6.2 

6.3 

- 6.4 

Following the treatment of Schlegel, Ref. 5. For 

a black body IS = oJ the Stefan Boltzmann constant 

and ~ = 4 and for a material obeying the Stefan

Boltzmann law 

Q = E. o->T 
q. 

6.5 
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/ 
' 

ARC 

Arc attachment 

Q1 
reg1on 

! 
Temp= T Face A 

2r 

~X Q2 QR 

j 
Temp= T-bT Face B 

Rod electrode 

~· .. -"'---.,., -.... ,.,., .......... 

F1gure 30. Schematic representation of energy flow 
1n a small element of a rod electrode 
heated at one end 
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but for tungsten, the most common electrode material, 

~ is temperature dependant and the T4 relationship 

does not hold true so it is more accurate to present 

the Stefan-Boltzmann equation in the modified form, 

Values for'!( and~ were obtained by a computer power plot 

performed on Forsythe and Worthings data (16) for 

the total radiation intensity variation with temperature 

of tungsten, Such a plot yields values of 

~ ~ 4,623 

and 1,281 X 10-l4 

If we now combine the three expressions governing 

heat flow through the element we obtain 

or 

6,6 

6,7 

Values for~ and ~ have already been obtained and r is 

the electrode radius but K, thermal conductivity, is 

another temperature dependant quantity and in order to 

obtain a value for K a computer power plot was performed 

on Forsythe and Worthings data (l6 ) for the thermal 

conductivity of tungsten at various temperatures and 

a value of K = 0,0543T0 •397 is obtained, 

--so express1on 6,7 now becomes 

d 2T ~ 4 7182 X l0-13r -lT
4

•
226 

~ . 
dx 

6,8 

A general solution to this differential equat1on would 

be extremely complex and so to achieve a useable 

solution we assume that the electrode behaves as 

an infinitely elongated one s1ded rod, 

With the above assumption then as x tends to infinity then 

the temperature w1ll approach o and dT also tend to 0, 
dx 
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If we make the substitution u = 

so du = d(dT) 
-dx dx dx 

dT 
dx 

dT 
dx 

= udu 
dT 

and u du = 4.7182 x 10-13r-1T4 • 226 

dT 
= ~ -13 -1 4·226 

so J, u 2 J4.7182x10 r T dT + C 

_dT _ [2x4 7182 x1(i
13 r1 

T 
5 226 

+( 
or u-dx- 5226 

but dT = 0 
dx 

and T = 0 at x = 00 

So C must be 0 and 1;
2 

Ql = [2x411B2x10-13r1 
T

5
•
226 

]' 

d X 5·226 -1'" 

1 
-13-1 '5226 

= 1x4-7182x10 r T therefore x 
5
_
226 

::j'o 

Where x is the distance 

temperatures To and T 

separating two points at 

For x = O,T = T0 and for 

x = x, T = T, 1 ->2 
- Ex4·7182x1013 r1 J _1_ E-1-613 - fo1·613 J 

SO X - 5-226 1'613 
-1;. r; -7 -0·5 -1613 J 1·613 

or T = C>B54x10.(x)r + T0 • - -- · 

6.9 

6.10 

6.11 

6.12 

6.13 

6.14 

6.15 

6.16 

6.17. 

So given the radius of an electrode and the temperature 

of its tip ,'at X~ 0, we have an expression which relates 

the distance from the tip of the electrode to the temperature 

at that point. 

Since we are assuming all power supplied to the electrode 

is conducted through its end face then N, the power 

loss to the electrode, is given by 

N = K A (dT) 
dxo 

6.18 

where A is the cross sectional area of the electrode. 



N 

0·397 usrng K = 0 0543T 
1 5 = 2. 307...-r- x lo-8 r • T3,01 Watts 6,19 

So from 6,14 

and we can therefore relate the power loss to the electrodes 

to the measured tip temperature for a given rod diameter, 

6,2 Errors in Measurement 

The errors involved in the temperature measuring technique 

are very difficult to quantify accurately, The major source 

of error being the presence of the arc in such close 

vicinity to the material, the temperature of which is 

being measured, Radiation from the electrode must pass 

through clouds of absorbing and emitting gases along the 

optical path to the pyrometer, The red filter helps to 

reduce this effect but cannot be relied upon to totally 

eliminate such errors, 

Differences in the curvature of the arc tube wall, through 

which the electrode is being viewed, may also lead to 

errors caused by reflections at the curved surfaces, 

These uncertainties in the accuracy of the temperature 

measuring technique suggest one aim of any work on extending 

this investigation would be to develop a method of establishing 

the size of these errors, 

Attempts were made to quantify the errors caused, if any, 

by making temperature measurements with the lamp operating 

i,e,_in the vicinity of the arc, This was done by making. 

temperature measurements of a filament through a 2,5kW 

CID lamp i,e, with the pyrometer viewing the filament 

through the lamp bulb, This was done with the lamp off 

and repeated with the lamp operating, This trial did 

not yield any useful results as reliable colour matching 

with the filament was not possible even with the lamp not 

running, This was due to the reflections at the several 

quartz and glass surfaces through which the filament was 

being viewed and the condensed halides on the CID lamp 

wall when switched off causing obscuration of the filament, 
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An estimate of the accuracy obtained in the measurements 

is indicated by the measurements on lamp Number 1 on 

alternating current and Number 339 operated on Direct Current. 

The electrodes of both lamps when operated at 2.5kW show 

signs of the tungsten in the tip region becoming molten 

indicating a temperature in the tip area of 3655 K 

(melting point of tungsten). Examination of the measured 

temperatures for the electrode tips of these lamps show 

them to be within 150 K of the tungsten melting point. 

If an accuracy of i 150 K were maintained for all measurements 

then in the worst cases (i.e. measurements of low temperature 

areas) an error of i 7.5% is obtained. 

6.3 Comparison of Model With Experimental Results 

Before any attempt to compare the theoretical profiles to 

those obtained in the measurement of the electrodes we have 

to obtain a value for r, the radius of the electrode rod. 

This, in the case of a simple rod electrode is straightforward, 

and can be obtained by measurement using a travelling 

microscope. For the case of a standard production lamp 

electrode the picture is slightly more complex as the rod 

of the electrode has, as was shown in Figure 6, a coil at 

its upper end thus increasing the effective diameter of the 

shank. In this case for the coil Section 6.17 becomes 

T = (6.854 x l0-7(xlrc-o.~ +_To-1 •613 ) 6.20 

where re = radius of the coil section of the electrode. 

For the section of the electrode having no coil expression 

6.17 becomes 

where s 

Le 

TLc 

T = (6.854 X 10-7 (X -Lc)S-0 •5 + TLc -l/l·
613 

6.21 

= shank radius 

= 
= 

length of the coil section 
temperature predicted by expression 6.20 

for the end point of the coil i.e. X= Le. 
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6,3,a, A,C,Operation 

Using such a model temperature profiles were 

computed for a 2,5kW CID lamp having dimensions 

of the average of the electrodes of lamps 238, 

339 and 301 (shown in Table 1 as measured using 

a travelling microscope) and using the average 

temperature at x ~ 0 for T0 • Comparison of the 

computed values with the average measured values 

at 2,5, 2,0 and 1,5kW are shown in Figure 31 and 

show how the model predicts the general shape of 

the profile showing the change in gradient at the 

end point of the electrode coil, The model does 

tend to underestimate the temperature values 

particularly at the higher X values (lower temperature 

region). 

OVer 80% of the measured po~nts are pred~cted to 

better than~ 5% and + 10% includes all points, 

For lamps having no electrode coil then expression 

6,17 can be used w~thout any modification to produce 

a theoretical temperature using the measured temperature 

at X~ 0 and the electrode radius as shown in Table 1, 

These were specially constructed lamps and the 

predicted profile is shown in Figure 32 plotted 

__ with_ the measured profile for- operation at 2, 5kW :

The results are the average of both electrodes, The 

agreement is not as close as was achieved for the 

standard lamps with the model again tending to 

underestimate the temperatures, Agreement of the 

model is still within ~ 10% of the measured profiles 

and does predict the d~ffering gradients of the curves 

of lamps 1 and 2 which is shown by the measured values, 

Figure 33 shows a comparison of predicted and 

measured values for lkW CS! (average of two 

electrodes of one lamp) and lkW CID (average of two 

lamps) operated at lkW, The predicted profile is 

calculated using the separate coil and shank radii 
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in expressions 6.20 and 6.21. Values of To and radii 

are average measured values for the lamps concerned. 

The change in gradient at the coil end is predicted 

and agreement with measured temperatures is good, 

90% of the measured points within + 5% of the model 

and 100% within + 6%. 

A difference between the 2.5kW lamp and the lkW occurs 

in the lower wattage case where the model tends to 

overestimate the temperatures whereas the model 

tends to underestimate for the larger lamp. 

6.3.b. D.C. Operation 

Having studied the lamps when operated on alternating 

current we now see if the model holds for lamps 

operated on direct current. No lkW lamps were 

measured on D.C. operation so in this case only CID 

lamps are being considered. 

For standard production 2.5kW CID lamps the model 

incorporating the shank and coil radii and using 

expressions 6.20 and 6.21 were used to obtain a 

predicted profile for a measured tip temperature. 

The predicted temperature profiles compared to measured 

values for the anode of 2.5kW CID lamp number 339 

operated at various wattages are shown in Figure 34. 
--- - -- -- -- --- - - --

The general shape of the curve is predicted with 80% 

of the values falling within ~ 5% of the measured 

values and with only a single value outside the range + 10%. 

The predicted and measured temperature profiles for the 

cathode of lamp number 339 at various wattages are 

shown in Figure 35. Agreement for the cathode of this 

lamp is not as close between predicted and measured 

values as for the previous cases. As in the earlier 

electrode systems the general shape is obtained and 

reasonable agreement is obtained as far as the X= l.Ocm 

point but beyond that the theoretical values appear 

to severely underestimate the measured 
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values, These discrepancies are likely to be 

caused by the fact that the model assumes that all of 

the energy w~ll be radiated within the length of 

the rod but in this instance where the temperatures 

involved are significantly lower than the previous 

electrode profiles radiation will become a less 

dominant energy loss mechanism and particularly 

in the region of the pinch seal area conduction will 

begin to play a significant role, 

The specially constructed 2,5kW CID lamps having no 

overwind coils and/or different sized anode and 

cathode when operated on D,C, yield some s~gnificant 

results, Predicted profiles can be obtained from 

expression 6,17 directly using the radius of the 

electrode shank as measured, 

Figures 36 and 37 show the measured against predicted 

temperatures for the two spec~ally constructed 

lamps, Number 6 having different sized anode and 

cathode and Number 2 having both electrodes of 

similar s~ze to the anode of Number 6, The cathode 

of Number 6 is smaller in diameter than the anode 

(see Table 1), 

As can be seen from these results, the three larger 

ele~~rodes show an agreement between theoretical 

and experimental temperatures to within ~ 10% in 

the worst instances, whereas the small cathode of 

lamp Number 2 shows a much more marked discrepancy, 

the maJority of points underestimating the temperature 

by 10 to 15%, Some difference appears evident in 

th~s particular case and the most likely cause of 

this is the mode of arc attachment to the electrode, 

Generally the arc will attach itself in a diffuse 

mode to the electrode where the arc termination 

almost smothers the electrode tip and the assumption 

made in the model that the power loss to the 

electrodes is conducted through the end face is a 
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good approximation but under certain conditions of 

f1eld, temperature and electrode surface that 

attachment can revert to spot mode where attachment 

1s via a very small hot spot giving unreliable 

temperature measurements due to large local temperature 

grad1ents 1n the t1p reg1on. (Such phenomena 1s 

documented in the literature (10)). This was the 

only case where a noticeable trans1t1on to hot 

spot attachment occured. 

The predicted profiles shown in Figures 31 to 31 

compared to measured values are also presented 1n 

tabulated form 1n Append1x 3. 

Having established that the model can be used to 

predict temperature prof1les to + 5% for the maJority 

of cases but to ~ 11% encompass1ng almost all points 

it 1s now possible to 1nvestigate the poss1b1l1ty 

of using the formula derived (6.18) to calculate the 

power transferred to the electrode. 

Values of the rad1us of the co1l section are used 

for the lamps hav1ng overwind coils and the tip 

temperatures are as measured. Inserting these 

values into expression 6.18 gives the values for power 

transferred to the electrodes shown in Table 10. 

As can be seen from the table var1ations in current, 

to alter lamp power, have a significant effect on 

the power loss to the electrode as does variat1on in 

electrode diameter. In order to evaluate the change 

of electrode loss with lamp current when operating 

on A.c. a number of measurements were made on single 

lamps (lamp Numbers 1 and 2), varying the current 

and making temperature measurements on the electrode 

tip so as to be able to calculate the power loss to 

the electrode. 

Values for the electrode power loss in the lamps 

having overwind coils (standard lamps) does appear 



surprisingly high in comparison to those for plain 

rod electrodes. To a limited extent th1s 1s expected 

as the coil is in a reg1on of the arc tube where 

the amb1ent temperature created by the close 

v1c1n1ty of the arc w1ll reduce the amount of 

energy rad1ated by the coil and consequently 

less power than the model calculates would be 

requ1red to mainta1n the measured tip temperature. 

This is particularly relevant for the coil terminated 

lamps as they have a greater mass of their electrode 

in this 'hot• region. 

Electrodes with overw1nd coils would also be 

expected to have a greater amount of power transferred 

to 1t to maintain a sim1lar temperature profile to 

a rod of sim1lar size and therefore the result is 

not unexpected but simply of a greater magnitude than 

might be expected. Table 10 shows the resultant 

variat1on of electrode loss w1th current changes. 

If th1s data is subJected to a 11near regress1on 

straight line fit then 1n both cases a good straight 

l1ne f1t is obta1ned with a correlat1on co-efficient 

of 0.998 or better. The data and resultant line 

fit are shown in Figure 3B. 

The_lines are represented by: 

Pe ~ -I.OB + 4.B6i 

where Pe ~ electrode power loss 

i = lamp current ( r = 0.0995) 

for lamp Number 1 

and 
Pe = 3.02 + 5 .65i 

(r = 0.1435) 

for lamp Number 2. 

This sh~ws that for those electrode geometries the 

power lost by the system to the electrodes varies 

linearly w1th lamp current over the region studied. 

6.22 

6. 23 
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LA.."-1: 'o. TYPE OPER..~TED I (AMPS) Kl-. -.--A\E.Ef.£Ct 

0' LOSS 
(W) 

238 29.75 2.5 223,5 

238 2,5kW CID A C 24.5 2.0 186,8 

238 19.4 1.5 146,9 

339 28.5 2.5 232,6 

339 2.5kW CID A C 21.0 2.0 198,8 

339 17.25 1.5 165,9 

301 27.5 2.5 230,1 

301 2,5kW CID A c 23.0 2.0 185.9 

301 17.0 1.5 168,6 

1 25.0 - 114.3 

1 22.5 - 101.3 

1 2,5kW CID A C 20.0 - 91.0 

1 17.5 - 78.7 

1 15.0 - 64.9 

2 27.5 2.5 159.8 

2 25.0 - 143.2 

2 2.5kW CID A C. 22.5 - 132.5 

2 20.0 - 114.6 

2 17,5 - 102.4 

2 15.0 - 87.6 

5180 1kW CSI A c 15.0 1.0 114,7 

3847 1kW CID A c 13.75 1.0 121,4 

5654 1kW CID A c 15.0 1.0 130,2 

339 DC 24.0 2.4 314,5 

339 2.5k.W CID Anode 19.75 1.95 309,0 

339 14.27 1.4 246.5 

339 24.0 2.4 119,6 

339 2.5kW CID DC 19.75 1.95 113,5 

339 CATHODE 14.27 1.4 96,8 

2 2.5kW CID DC 24.5 2.45 212.5 

6 ANODE 27.5 2.44 221.6 

2 2,5kW CID o.c. 24.5 2.45 121.3 

6 CATHODE 27.5 2.44 74.1 

TABLE ll) 

Electrode losses for var~ous lamps under various operat~ng 

cond1tl.ons. 
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• 

Expression 6,18 also predicts electrode power loss 

should vary linearly with electrode radius raised 

to the power 3/2, 

With the electrode geometries used in this investigation 

it is not possible to test this accurately as a 

specific radius can only be obtained for a rod 

electrode (i,e, without overwind coil) and only 

two electrode sizes in this format were used, 

An extension of this work would be to test this 

relationship with a wide range of radii operating 

at fixed currents, 

6,4 Application and Limitation of the Model 

6,4,a, Agreement with Measured Values 

If the discrepancies between the measured and 

predicted temperatures are examined the model seems 

to predominantly under-estimate the measured 

temperatures, Several possible reasons could be 

considered as causing this:-

The assumption that the electrode behaves as a 

semi-infinite rod will contribute to this, Clearly 

at the end of the rod the temperature will not be 0 

and in the pinch seal region some energy will be 

lost by conduction to the __ quartz and also by radiation 

from the surface, Secondly, the assumption that 

the ambient temperature will be negligible will 

give rise to such an error particularly in the 

cases where the electrode temperatures are lower, 

Finally, there will inevitably be some exchange of 

radiation from the arc to the electrode other than 

through the point at which the arc attaches to the 

electrode which will further give rise to temperatures 

above those predicted, 

The discrepancy observed in the case of the lkW lamps 

is more difficult to understand, The lkW being 

physically smaller most of the above errors would be 
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expected to cause under-estimation of temperature 

rather than over-estimation as occurs. The most 

likely causes of such errors are that convective losses 

from the electrode becoming significant factors and 

also the heat-sinking effect of the pinch seal area 

and lamp holder in the smaller lamp. 

The model has been shown to hold to within + 5% of 

measured values for the majority of cases but to 

encompass all the measured results a limit of 

confidence on the predicted temperatures an accuracy 

of ~ 11% of experimental values is a more reasonable 

tolerance. 

6.4.b Calculation of Electrode Losses 

The ability to relate the measured temperatures to 

a figure for electrode power loss is a useful step 

in being able to more fully quantify aspects of the 

performance of electrodes in metal halide lamps. 

The average electrode losses, as shown_ in Table 10-._- __ 

for the 2. 5kW CID, I lkW CID and lkW CSI la!f~PS • __ 

have been used to create a total energy balance for 

the three lamp types along the lines of those 

quoted in the introduction and are represented in 

the same schematic form in Figure 39. 

The power in the arc column is calculated as the 

difference between the power input and the power 

transferred to the electrodes. 
• 

figures are data as measured by staff in 

The discharge 

radiation 

the THORN EMI Lighting Research Department using a 

spectroradiometer system which measures relative to 

an NPL calibrated standard source in the range 250 to 

2,500 nM. 

The non-radiative losses are taken to be the difference 

between the arc column power and the discharge 

radiation. This is the first time such energy 

balances have been calculated for CSI/CID type single 

ended discharge lamps. 
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Although no 'easy-to-use' formulae for designing 

electrodes for discharge lamps have been obtained 

some important steps in evaluating the important 

parameters in electrode performance have been established, 

A close correlation between lamp current and electrode 

power loss has been established, A correlation is 

also suggested relat~ng the radius of electrodes to 

the power lost to the electrodes, In an attempt to 

further evaluate this correlation and reduce electrode 

losses a lamp having electrodes with a small radius 

were made but were unfortunately too small and the 

upper ends of the electrodes simply melted when the 

lamp was operated, This shows electrode design is 

a compromise in limiting power loss but also maintaining 

acceptable temperatures, 

Any further work to extend this project could usefully 

be directed to investigating further the dependence 

of power loss with respect to these two variables, 

electrode radius and lamp current, 

6,4,c Limitations of the Model 

The limitations of the model are mainly as a result 

of the assumptions made in obtaining a solution to the 

differential equation describing the energy flow in 

the electrode, ____ _ 

It has already been illustrated that deviation from 

the conditions assumed cause problems in predicting 

temperature profiles, i,e, when the arc adopted the 

hot spot mode of attachment on the cathode of lamp 

Number 6 deviating from the assumption that the power 

is conducted through the upper face of the electrode, 

This type of arc attachment also gives rise to 

large radial thermal gradients which is also contrary 

to one of the basic assumptions in the model, 
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Assuming the electrode to be a semi-infinite rod also 

limits the application of the solution to lamps the 

electrodes of which are sufficiently long and at 

sufficiently high temperatures to dissipate the 

majority of the energy supplied within their length. 

The radius of the rod must also be kept small or 

the assumption of having no radial temperature 

variations will introduce errors into the model. 

Neglecting any contribution from the temperatures 

of the gases inside the arc tube further limits the 

model to systems having electrodes at sufficient high 

temperatures that these gas temperatures do not play 

a significant role in limiting the dissipation of 

energy by the electrodes. Finally, neglecting the 

contribution to the heating of the electrode by the 

passage of current through the electrode will also 

have an effect but as mentioned in an earlier section 

if we assume an electrode (2.5kW CID) maintained at 

a temperature of 3500°K along its length (far more 

severe than would be encountered) the contribution 

from the joule heating would be less than 1 watt and 

is consequently unlikely to be a major source of 

error unless the electrode diameters are reduced 

significantly or the currents increased. 
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7, CONCLUSIONS 

After consideration of a number of possible temperature 

measuring techniques a system incorporating an optical 

disappearing filament pyrometer has been successfully 

used to measure the temperature profiles of the 

electrodes of a number of CSI/CID type single ended 

metal halide discharge lamps operating under various 

conditions such as varying wattages and both alternating 

and direct current circuits, The resultant temperature 

profiles show excellent reproduceability both with 

repeated measurements on a single electrode operating 

under nominally identical circumstances and for numbers 

of lamps of the same types measured under similar 

conditions, 

In addition to making temperature measurements a 

theoretical model has been developed by considering the 

basic energy flow equations for a rod electrode heated 

from one end, The resultant model using electrode 

radius and measured electrode tip temperature to predict 

temperature profiles for the electrode systems is shown 

to match the measured values to within z 10% for more 

than 90% of the measured values, The derived model 

also provides a value for power transferred to the 

electrodes by the arc and these calculated power losses 

are used to calculate energy balances for the~2,5kW CID 

and the lkW CSI and CID lamps, 

The calculated electrode power losses have been shown 

to vary linearly with lamp current for a fixed electrode 

geometry and the expression derived for power loss to 

the electrode suggests that the power loss to the electrode 

should also vary linearly with the electrode radius 

raised to the power 3/2 for a fixed current, This 

information then provides a starting point in the 

development of a method of predicting electrode 

performances under certain specified conditions, 

Finally it has been shown that electrode temperature 

profiles remain constant through lamp life, 
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8 • FUTURE WORK 

The results established in this investigation provide 

several areas of interest where it would be useful and 

informative to expand on the work done so far. 

It would be very useful to extend considerably the work 

on the relationship between electrode geometry, lamp 

current and electrode power loss as this could be 

developed into a comprehensive model capable of being 

used in the design of electrode systems. 

The energy balances presented are also worthy of 

further investigation as the parameters other than 

electrode loss were calculated rather simplistically 

and further work on quantifying the non-radiative 

losses and breaking it down further would lend more 

credibility to the data. 

It would also be interesting to try to apply the model 

presented to other lamp types in which the basic 

assumptions made in solving the differential equation 

are satisfied. One particular lamp type where this may 

give good results is the double ended xenon lamp. 

Finally it would also be useful to develop further the 

temperature measuring technique in order to-obtain a -

system in which the errors involved, and particularly 

those incurred as a result of the presence of the arc, in 

making the measurements could be more accurately 

quantified. 
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9. GLOSSARY 

AKS TUNGSTEN - A commercial grade of tungsten widely 

used for d1scharge lamp electrodes. 

ARC TUBE 

CAPPED 

- Quartz body w1th electrodes p1nch 

sealed 1nto pos1t1on. The term arc 

tube 1s used to descr1be the component 

before and after dos1ng, exhaust and 

seal1ng off processes. 

- A capped lamp is one wh1ch has some 

form of e~ectr1ca~ connect1on (other 

than the arc tube p1ns) attached to the 

arc tube. The cap is also used to 

give add1tional phys1cal support to 

the arc tube. 

CONTROL GEAR - All elements of c1rcu1try needed to 

operate a lamp. For CSI/CID lamps the 

control gear 1ncorporates the ballast, 

1gn1tor and power factor correct1on 

capac1tance. 

CORRELATED COLOUR TEMPERATURE (CCT) - The temperature 

of a black body that generates l1ght 

DOSE 

DOSING 

EFFICACY 

w1th the closest v1sual colour match 

to the spec1f1ed source. Measured 1n 

degrees Kelv1n. 

- The mater1als const1tut1ng the lamp f1ll 

i.e. Mercury, metals and metal halides 

for the CSI/CID lamps. 

- The process of add1ng the dose mater1als 

to an arc tube. · 

- Ratio of l1ght output measured 1n lumens 

to the 1nput power measured 1n watts. 



EXHAUST 

LAMP 

LOADING 
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Process of, alternately, evacuating 

and purging,with inert gas,the arc 

tube after dos~ng and pr~or to seal~ng 

off. 

The l~ght source ~n ~ts f~n~shed state. 

It can be ~n any format ~.e. capped or 

uncapped, JaCketed or a~r burn~ng. 

Power load~ng per unit area of the 

arc tube surface. 

LUMEN MAINTENANCE - The ratio of l~ght output at a 

spec~f~ed life to that at 0 hours 

expressed as a percentage. 

RADIANCE 

SEALED BEAM 

Rad~ant energy emitted ~n a spec~f~ed 

d~rect~on per un~t t~me per un~t 

proJected area of surface per unit 

solid angle. 

A sealed beam lamp is an arc tube 

sealed ~nto an ~nert gas f~lled 

outer Jacket which also forms an 

~ntegral reflector. 

SEALING,OFF __ - The-f~nal process of-the exhaust 

schedule involv~ng ~solat~ng the gas 

f~lled arc tube from the vacuum 

SHAPE 

system by seal~ng the quartz tubulation 

w~th a hand torch. 

The quartz body prior to the pinch 

seal~ng. 
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APPENDIX I 

COMMERCIAL LITERATURE GIVING DETAILS OF CSI/ CID LAMP RANGES 

• 
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99-101 
COMPACT SOURCE MERCURY 
PROJECTOR LAMPS 

September 1972 

Replaces August 1972 

ELECTRICAL CHAIACT!RlSTICS 

Suppl7 Volu AC 
Arc Vatu 
Arc Voltt 
Arc Current 
Run up Time 
Ra-•t•rtina Time 

Dimendonal Diqru 

PHYSICAL DIH!NSIONS 

Arc Leaath 
Arc She 
Overall Lanath (max.) 
L.C.L. 
Diameter (lUX.) 
Pin Lena;th (min.) 
Pin Spacina 
Pln Diamete'f 

240V 
OOOv 
lOOV 

SA 
J0 IIC.Io 

3/5 mina. 

9 + 1.0 1111.. 

9 X 5 liDo 

SS llllo 

J4 + 1 IIIDo 

30 - IIIDo 

e. 5 liiDo 

9.0+0.5-.. 
.76- lllllo 

dh , \ 

I ! • I 
~----~~M I 

: '9±;-o : 

u;.L 
34 

±10 

.:..,~ - - t-..! 

1- L.. 

L~--.,~--~o-11-""""' s 5 I 

55 
Max 

LUMINOUS ClWtACTERISTJCS 

Iftitial Lum !ff (min.) 
Lumen maintenance 

80 lumen~/watt 
90% 

Mon. - -o 76 Do a 

Calour Renderina 
Chromaticity Co~rdinatel 

Goo<l 
X • o433t 7 • .382 

LIFE (no11inal objective) 500 houn 

I ~±O~q-'--
1----- 30 

Max 

The 400watt Compact Source lod1de Lamp. 

GENERAL DESCR.IPTIOH 

The 400 watt Compact Source Iodide lamp U • nav deaip of projector lqp givina white liaht of good. colour rendaring 
properti .. at an efficiency of 80 L/W for lOO houra. The aourc:e size is appro:dutely 9 -· x S -. and the 
brishtneaa ia about 8000 candelas per square e•. 
The high efficiency ia obtained by the uae of an arc diacharse. The iodide technique haa been uaed to introduce 
addttional element& into the arc aDd to keep the bulb vall clean tbroushout life. Ca~eful choice of the number and 
quantity of theae additional ele.enta and of the loadina cooditlooa haa resulted in a balanced apec£ral d1atribution 
vbich ia virtually & eontinuu. with a few vidaly apaee4 D&rrov ahaorptioa linea. In practical uaer teru. thia .e~ 
that the li&ht b white and the colour rend.edna h aood. - - -- -

The lamp it somewhat unconventional in appearance. It ia extre.ely ru&&ed. The amall total physical aize and the 
ability to operate it 10 any po11t1on enaurea that the lamp can be readily fitted into exiatina equipment and aimpliftea 
the dedp of new equipDent. The ainale eDded cooatructioa and. the dearee of prefocuaina provided .. ant that lamp 
replacement ia atraisbtforvard. 

ADVANTAGES 

1) The major advantaae of thia lamp 1a itt hiah efficiency, ca.bined with itt robuatne••• aimplicity, small aize 
and relattvely lov power consumption. 

2) Increased. li&bt output or reduction in input pover aDd. heat. The lamp en be uaed in application• which at 
preaent use lOOY - 240V hard alaaa filament projector lampt of 2SOw - lOOOv retina. 

3) Major reduction in coat and complexity of control aear. .. 
4) The biaher acreen bri&btneaa vbich can oov be aehieved meana that the projeetion of eolour pieturet vbich are 
clearly visible in aubdued dayli&ht ia feasible. 

S) The increaaed performance nov available oay vell extend the application of projection tachniquee. 

!!ill 

1) Coa.ideratioa. of tource aize, lamp aize, lamp ratio& ao4 efficiency iadicatet that it ean be used in place of 
loo- 2.av hard alaat filaaent projector lamp• of 250 - lOOOv retina. 

2) The d~ad will be in aucb fields aa hi&h power elide projec:tora aad theatre apotliahta, aDd in the rapidly 
expandiDI .. rket for overhead projectors. 

3) Other uaea are in projec:tioD aicroaeopea. eolour printina, diazo priDtina. ealaraiaa and cine projectora. 

4) For photographiC use it is suitable for use with dayhght colour f1lm stock. 
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soo 

Fog 3 

coo 500 100 700 
Wave length In nmt Fig.1 

Tvpocal Spectral Power Hostrogram 
lor lhe 400W Compact Source lod1de lemp 

Typta~l Bnghtnns OostflbutiDfl O~~grwn 

CHOKIE 

W.mlng Th•t unit genetltes h1gh voltage pulses up 
to 10kv for lamp starting $u1t1blt nfetv precaut10n1 
should be t•ken dunng •nstalllttOn and operat•on 
of the un•t 

~RISTICS 

Fog.2 
Typ1cal Candlepower 01stnbu11on rnvert1cal planes 

A-through electrodes 
8-normalto electrodes 

t----46---.., 

D 

.. 

Fuungholes 
6 B.A Clnr1nce 

2flexrbltlrMdl 
eppro• 12•n long 

lampholder re' l11 011or use w1th the 
400 w1111 Compact Source lod•de lamp 

Lamp characteriatice are thOWD ou the flrtt paaa. The colour appearance 11 aiveo lD terma of the chrooaticiLJ 
co-ordln&tee of the C. I.E. colour chart 11 colour temperature it not coa.1dered a satitfactory method of defining 
either colour appearaace or colour renderina for aon Planckian radiators. The colour readerina properties can be 
aaaeaaed from the apectral power diatrlbutlon dlasram (Pis. 1). (Note: The approx1mate colour ce.perature of the 
lamp is of the order of 3200°K but, as indicated, this f1aure muet be ueed with extreme caution.) 

The candle power distribution ia roushlY aymmetrical in the horizontal plane and an approx1mate f1aure for the candle 
power in any direction can be obta1ned fra. the curve& shown in Pia. 2. The brlshtneaa diatr1bution is ahown 1n 
block form (Fia. 3) to aae1at calculation of useful ereaa of different applications. For example, it may be shown 
that approximately 80% of the liaht comea from en area 9mm. x 5mm. It should alao be noted that the arc 1& 
partially trenaparent to ita own radiation and ita image can be auperlmpoaed to give a more aquare and unifor. 
d1stribution. Effect1ve gaiaa of up to 40% can be obta1ned in tb1e way. 

CONTltOL CEAlt. UNIT CAT. NO. AM! 53196.4 FOR OPEllATING 400 WAT'l' MAZDA 
C.S.t. COMPACT SOURCE KERCtmt -IODIDE LAMP SUPPLY 1HPUT 240 VOLTS 50HZ 

1. The lamp CDDDection fras the blab •olt&J& termiaal on the pulae tranaforaer should be not lonaar than 6 ft. and 
auitable hi&h tenaiou cable should be uaed. ~racable Sll - 16/012) 

2. The atartlng unit ia .ounted on a detachable chaaais, and may be removed and fixed eaparately if tbe 4 connecting 
v1rea are extended fro• the 4 vay terminal block. Thia enable& the starter unit to be mounted on the aide of the 
lamp houain& enaurina • abort R.T. lead totally enclosed within the equipment for additional safety. 

3. The caee of the unit ahould be earthed. 

4. The 240 volt SO Hz aupply should be connected to input termia.l block marked 'L' and 'N'. 

S. The input la fuaed vith aS amp. fuea to IS. 1362. It can be removed by pullin& the red carrier. 

6. To atart the lamp the aide .witch tbould be depresaad for a fev seconds until the lamp ia burnina steadily aDd than 
released. Do not operate avitcb vhiltt lamp is vorkina. 

7. It ~11 be neceaaary to allov the lamp to cool before reatartina. 

I. UARNIHG: 
The unit aeneratea blab voltaae pulaaa for lamp atertlDI• Suitable aafety precautions ahould be taken durina installation 
aDd operation of the unit. 

The control unit and atsociatad lamp bouaa =vat be earthed. The B.V. cable ahould be protected fro. accidental 
damaa•• Diaconnecc aupply before servicina. Lamp abould alvaya be totally encloaed. A-.-a•---
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Thorn data sheet DIScharge Lamps 

THORN UGHTING 

Identification 

Spec•f•cat1on Ref 99-D421 

Applications 

The h1gh eff1c1ency, robustness, and small SIZe of thiS lamp 
makes 1t em1nently suitable for cmema and televiSIOn light
Ing use For photographic purposes 1t IS su1table for use 
w1th daylight colour film stock 

Description 

The 1 kW CSI Compact Source lod1de Lamp Ref 99-0421 
IS a mod1f1ed form of the standard 1 kW CSI Ref 99-0221 
m wh1ch the lamp termmat10ns have been modtfJed to gtve 
better ~nsulatiOn so enabling the lamp to be restarted 
Instantly when hot 

Performance 

Electncal Charactenst1cs 

Supply voltage 
Arc watts 
Arc volts 
Arc current 
Run-up t1me 
Restart t1me 
Startmg current !cold) 

Dimensions 

Overall length 
LCL 
D1ameter 
Arc length 
Cap 

Lum1nous Charactenst1cs 

I n1t1al eff1C1ency 
Lumen ma1ntenance 
Centre arc bnghtness 
L1fe 
Operat1ng posJtJon 
ChromatiCitY co-ord1nates 

Colour rendenng 1ndex 

Control Gear 

220V, 240V 
1000 
70/85 
15 amps 
30 sec 
Instantaneous 
17 amps approx 

118mmmax 
63 5 ± 2mm 
32mm max 
14-15mm 
B1post G 38 

90 L/W 
85% 
8 000 st1lbs 
500 hrs 
UniVersal 
X • 0 385 
y = 0 395 
RA85 

One choke G53307 T 1n parallel, PF correctiOn capac1tors 
and 20kV mm1mum output starter umt 

Recommended type, G53352 
See CirCUit d1agram 

Issue date September 1982 
Replaces L5!f A January 1976 4:99.10 

CSI 
Compact Source Iodide Projector Lamp 
(Hot Restnke) lkW 

118mm 1 
max 

LCL 
63 5!2 1------; 

mm 

I~ + 111mm 

2H 
mm 
I 

19 
mm 
25 5 
mm 

SPECTRAl PDwtA OISTAIBUTIOfll CSI COMPACT SOURa MlTAllllliOE 

'" 

f----- --· 

I 

--- - -

: JR ~ 
}Jf~ 11 : \,; 

,--..J\ I 
i 0 

"' ... "' ... '" "' 
WAVfUfiiGTH •• 

1 
36 5 
mm 



:lectncal CharacteriStiCS 220/240V 50Hz 

:upply voltage 220 240 
~upply frequency (Hz) 50 50 
upply current (A) 56 50 
otal CirCUit watts (W) 1120 1140 

upply power factor (lagg1ng) 0 91 094 
amp voltage (V) 77 77 
amp current (A) 14 7 14 7 
amp wattage (W) 1000 1000 

axrmum startrng current (A} 
) line current (1751lF PFC) 5 35 
) lamp current no PFC 16 1 6 
3rd harmonrc content m lrne current 18 1 8 

ecommended fuse ratrng 20A 20A 

Pwer Factor Correctron 

~pacitors are connected between phase and neutral for 
ngle phase operatron lhe recommended value of power 
ctor correctron rs 175 ,uF whrch results m a supply power 
ctor of 0 94 (laggmg) 1n the 240V CirCUit and 0 91 in the 

bOV CirCUit 

pr details of Three Phase Operat1on and supply voltages 
her than 220/240V AC 50Hz see Thorn L1ghtmg Data 
eet Ref T49/T available on request 

rcUit Dragram 

W Hot Re-start C~rcu1t (for 220/240V 50Hz suppl1es) 

I ::TI.':sr I 
G53307 T 5A 

~Ph~~:::~=lt~~~=,-~ PHASE r +PFC 

1 

NEUTRAL 

'-----j BALLAST 

30kV' 

u~~ 
1kWCS 

Lead Lamp ' EARTH 

Schematoc w.rono doagram lor Hot Re-11tr•"- With G53352 '11"'tor 

LLAST 

ASE F1 
__±_~ 250V-

Ho< 
Re1tart 
1kWCSI 

" J ~~ Prontad corcuot ~rd r. -
con._, ... no UHf 

2 GR12459~ ~ servoceabla CO"'I'Onantt c" 
'~I T3 "" ,~_±;:v- I[~ '000V 

•• "~ 

,. 

TRAL 

C10 =f ~n7 
250V- Toe-

TH 

e G53352 conSists of a 50/60Hz transformer (T2) h1gh 
tage capaCitor (C9), spark gap (SG 1), output transformer 
) and control c1rcurtry 

tallat10n 

ndard G38 lampholders should not be used w1th thiS lamp 
CirCUit as they will not necessanly carry the h1gh pulse 

tages requ~red for hot restart. A lampholder w1th well 
ulated sockets IS necessary 

table lampholders Gl1198 
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Short wellmsulated leads between starter and lamp are 
essentral to prevent actual arc1ng and to minJmJse pulse 
losses by 'brush1ng' The follow1ng mimmum clearance and 
creepage diStances between the hot lead and any adjacent 
metal, whether earthed or not, are recommended 
Clearance d !Stance ( 1) Between smooth surfaces 15 mm 

(2) Between sharp proJeCtions 30 mm 

Creepage dtstances 1 e bridged by an msulatmg surface 
30mm 

Operation and Mamtenance 

Safety 

Before Use 

Always ISolate the equ1pment from the electnCity supply 
before 1nsertmg or replacmg a lamp 

Check that the replacement lamp IS the correct type for the 
appl1catJon, wattage and cap for use 1n the ctrcuJt and w1th 
control gear 

Ensure that the lamp ts correctly located 1n the lampholder 
and the quartz envelope IS not scratched durmg tnsertlon 

Dunng Use 

H1gh pressure mercury d1scharge lamps w1th quartz envelopes 
Without glass outer bulbs em1t short wave ultra v1olet 
rad1at1on wh1ch IS readily transmitted through quartz Th1s 
rad1at1on IS harmful to eyes and skm Operators must be 
shielded from d1rect or reflected short wave ultra v1olet 
rad1at1on 

Certa1n metal hallde lamps have operatmg restnct1ons, details 
of wh1ch are spec1f1ed With the lamps 

DISposal 

These lamps should be broken tn a conta1ner Precaut1ons 
must be taken aga1nst fly1ng glass or other fragments The 
operat1on should be earned out outdoors (or 1n a well 
ventilated area) Where appl1cable, the debns of large 
quant1t1es of lamps must be d1sposed of 1n accordance w1th 
the rules of the Local Authonty 

Thorn L1ghtmg reserve the r~ght to alter the spec1f1cat•on wrthout 
pnor not1ce or public announcement. 
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THORN UGHTING 

Identification 

Spec1f1catlon Rei 99-1222 

Applications 
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Floodllghtlng .. especlally for f1lm 1ng and TV outSide broad
casts, su1table tor use With daylight colour film stock 
Also as a radiation source for solana and all1ed applications 

Description 

The 1 kW Sealed Beam Compact Source lod1de lamp conSists 
of a h1gh pressure diScharge lamp 1 kW CSI arc tube (see data 
sheet 4 99 9) enclosed m an 8" sealed beam reflector 
envelope 

The 1 kW CSI Arc Tube compnses a diScharge 1n a quartz 
envelope operatmg between tungsten electrodes m an 
atmosphere of mercury vapour With additional metalliC 
JOdJdes These add1t1ves ensure a h1gh effiCiency wh1te l1ght 
source of good colour rendenng, and the accurate posJttonJng 
of thiS arc tube w1th1n the sealed beam reflector outer g1ves 
a beam candle power of some 1% mdlron candelas w1th a 
Iota! spread of 18° (to 1/10 peak) 

Performance 

Electncal CharacterrstJCS 

Supply volts 
Arc watts 
Arc volts 

220V, 240V A C 
1,000 
70/85 
15 amps approx Jmately 
50 secs (to 90%) ~ 

Arc current 
Run-up t1me 
Re-starttng t1me 10 m1ns (m OM 1000 floodlight) 

Phys1cal Dtmenstons 

Diameter 
Overall length 
Cap 

205mm 
175 mm 
BIPOST G38 

Lummous Charactenst1cs 

ln1t1al beam candlepower 
(peak) 

Beam spread 

Lamp lumens 

Colour rendenng 
RA mdex 

1 25 mtll1on cds 
1/2peak 1/3peak 
60 80 
lntttal 76,000 
Destgn 67,000 

AA80 
ChromatiCitY co-ordmates x: 0 393 

Ltfe {nom mal objecttve) 
Operattng posttton 

y=0395 
1500 hf'3 
Horizontal :1: 90° 

1/5 peak 
12° 

1/10 peak 
18° 

(Note Preferred mountmg pos1t1on 
marked 'Top') 

Control Gear 

G53307 T 
G53319 
GC2346 

220/240V 50Hz choke ( 1 per lamp) 
lgmtor umt on open gear tray 
25 pF 250V capacitors (use 7 per lamp) 

19 0 kg 
117 kg 
0 68 kg 

Issue date September 1982 
Replaces L34 July 1976 

CSI 

4:99.7 

Compact Source Iodide Sealed Beam Lamp 1 kW 

9 Smm l Seatmg plane 
-marked "TOP" 

205mm 

,' ...... 
. . 'n ,., 

.· ::--::;·, ............ : 
:I I : .I 
l.~: ":.'~ 

111mm 



l. 
he connection from the 1g01tor to lamp should not be 

onger than 6ft and suitable h1gh tenSion cable should be 
sed (R,paults h1gh tenSion type PV 267 7 mm PVC 
6/0 012, or Similar 
he tgmtor components are mounted on an open tray 
he 1gmtor provides a high voltage pulse and should be 

otally enclosed and earthed 
o start the lamp the SWitch (see CirCUit diagram) should 
e depressed for a few seconds until the lamp ts burntng 
teadily and then released The SWitch should not be 
perated wh1lst the lamp IS workmg (Sw1tch IS not 
upplied) 

Will be necessary to allow the lamp to cool before 
starttng 

rat1on and Mamtenance 

ty 

re Use 

vs tsolate the equtpment from the electnctty supply 
re mserttng or replacmg a lamp 

k that the replacement lamp ts the correct type for the 
tcatton, wattage and cap for use tn the ctrcutt and wtth 
rol gear 

re that the lamp IS correctly located 1n the lampholder 
he glass outer ts not scratched dunng tnsertton 

ng Use 

outer envelope ts broken the lamp must not be 
ted 

e mercury dtscharge and metal haltde lamps are used 
rolonged penods m close proxtmtty to eyes and skm 
may be a slight posstbdtty of a low level UV radtatton 
d SUitable protection should be employed 

tn metal haltde lamps have operattng restncttons, detarls 
1rch are spec1fred wrth the lamps 

sal - -

lamps should be broken rn a contamer Precautions 
be taken agamst fly1ng glass or other fragments The 
t1on should be earned out outdoors (or rn a well 

lated area) W1th h1gh pressure mercury lamps 1t 1s not 
sary to break up the 1nner arc tube Where appl1cable, 
ebrrs of large quantltres of lamps must be d1sposed of 
ordance with the rules of the Local Authonty 

mg 

n1t generates hrgh voltage pulses for lamp start1ng 
le safety precautrons should be taken dunng 1nstallatron 

peratron of the unrt 

antral unrt and assoc1ated lamp house must be earthed 
V cable should be protected from accidental damage 

upply must be drsconnected before servrcrng For 
or use the lamp must be protected from rarn 

l1ght1ng F1tt1ng 

le f1tt1ngs ref OQ 1000 senes available for use w1th 
lamps, grvtng a vanety of lrght drstnbutrons, and 
orat1ng the starter untt G53319 w1thm the f1tt1ng 
g 
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Sl'ECTIIAl PowtR DISTJIIBIJTION CSI COMPACT SOURCE METALIIAUOE 

'" 

---i-ll----+--

"' ... "' '"' 
WAVUENGTH ~~~~ 

1kW CS! CircUit D1agram USing Choke 
G53307·T and Igniter G53319 

20A HRC 

L 
StlrtiWitchr--- - ------·-, 

« I : 
Delay tuTitr : 1 

C1 Po.,.... factor 1 : 
correc:toon : R 

1 
1 220/240V 

'""' $Upply I 1 11 
I I 11 
1 I 11 

NI H! __ l_~: 
N __ _. _____ :.,r--_, Tra..,form';r-- I--~ 

I !.._ _______ !_~4_!()_?7 ____ 1 

R1 -4 7k.rt10W 
R2- 4 7k.rt1W 

l>W 
C S I lamp 

Cl - 175 )JF 250V A. C. 
C2/C3 - 0 22 IJF 1 OOOV 
C4 - 0 005JJF 250V A.C. R L1 - Magnetic Dev1ces 

325/TS 14084 

Thom Lrghtmg reserve the r1ght to alter the specification w1thout 
pr1or not•ce or pubhc announcement 
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THORN UGHTING 

ldent1f1Cat100 

$pec1f1cat10n Ref 99-1422 

Appltcattons 

-108-

Floodl1ghtmg, espec1ally for film and TV outSide broadcasts, 
su1table for use With daylight colour film stock Also as a 
radtation source for solana and all1ed appltcatlons 

Descriptton 

The 1 kW Sealed Beam Compact Source lod1de Lamp 
Rei 99-1422 IS a mod1f1ed form of the standard 1 kW CSI 
Sealed Beam Lamp Ref 99-1222 (see Data Sheet 4 99 7) 
1n which the constructton has been modtfled to enable the 
lamp to be restarted 1mmed1ately when hot The Internal 
reflector ts a dtchrotc m1rror reducmg the heat projected by 
the lamp to gtve a 'cool beam' 

Performance 

Electrical Charactertsttcs 

Supply volts 
Arc watts 
Arc volts 

220V, 240V A C 
1000 
70/85 

Arc current 
Run up t1me 
Aestartmg time 
Starting current (cold) 

15 amps approximately 
50 secs 

Phystcal Dtmenstons 

Dtameter 
Overall length {max) 
Caps 

Instantaneous 
17 amps approx 

205mm 
175mm 
B1POSt G38-

Lumtnous CharacteriStiCS 

ln1t1al beam candlepower 
{peak) 

Beam spread 

Colour rendenng, 
RA Index 

1 25 m•lllon COS 
1/2 peak 1/3 peak 
:!:30 .t40 

AA80 
ChromatiCity co-ordmates x = 0 393 

L1fe (nom.nal objecttve) 
Operattng pOSitiOn 

Control Gear 

y = 0 395 
1500 hrs 
Hortzontal ± 90° 

1/5 peak 
±60 

1/10 peak 
±9o 

One choke G53307T PF correctiOn capacitors and 20 kV 
m1ntmum output* starter untt 

Recommended type, see c1rcu1t dtagram 

Power factor correctiOn capacttors are optional The use of 
175 11F capacitors reduces the I me current from 15 amps to 
approx 5 amp 

• As measured by a sphere gap to BS358 Sp1kes approxi
mately double thiS value may be recorded on an OSCilloscope 

Issue date September 1982 
Replaces L 12/T A January 1976 

CS I' 

4:99.8 

Compact Source Iodide Sealed Beam Lamp 
(Hot Restrike) 1 kW 

95mm 
Seatong plane 

,.r::o 

205mm •• "' 

111mm 



1eration and Maintenance 

tallat1on 

1ndard G38 lampholders should not be used w1th th1s 
\p and CirCUit as they will not necessanly carry the h1gh 
se voltages reqUired for hot restart A lamp holder w1th 
I msulated sockets IS necessary 

table lampholders Rei GL 1198 

rt well msulated leads between starter and lamp are 
nt1al to prevent actual arcmg and to mJnJmJse pulse 
es by 'brushmg' The followmg m1n1mum clearance and 
page diStances between the hot lead and any adjacent 
al, whether earthed or not, are recommended 

ranee d !Stance ( 1) Between smooth surfaces 15 mm 
(2) Between sharp projeCtions 30 mm 

page diStances 1 e bndged by an msujat1ng surface 
m, 

dJchro1C mirror Will transmit rad1ated heat through the 
ctor d~rectly on to the flttmg, wh1ch should be deSigned 

hat the followmg operatmg temperatures are not 
eded 

P ferrule measured at a pomt 4 mm from the glass
°C max 
P pm/lampholder contact- 180°C max 
s envelope- 350°C max 

tncal Charactenst1cs 220/240V 50Hz 

ply voltage 
ply frequency (Hz) 
ply current (A) 

220 240 
50 50 
56 50 

I CirCUit watts (W) 1120 1140 

ply power factor (lagg,ng) 0 91 094 
p voltage (V) 77 77 
p current (A) 14 7 14 7 
p wattage (W) 1000 1000 

1mum start1ng current (A) 
ne current ( 175!1F PFC) 5 35 
mp current no PFC 16 16 
d harmonrc content 
1ne current should be 21% for 240V) 18 18 
m mended fuse !~~t_1ng 20A 20A-

er Factor Correction 

CJtors are connected between phase and neutral for 
e phase operation The recommended value of power 
r cOrrection IS 175 p.F wh1ch results m a supply power 
r of 0 94 (lagg1ng) 1n the 240V c~rcu1t and 0 91 m the 
c1rcutt 

etails of Three Phase Operation and supply voltages 
r than 220/240V AC 50Hz see Thorn l1ghtmg Data 
t Rei 49/T available on request 

V 

re Use 

ys ISolate the equ1pment from the electricity supply 
e Inserting or replacing a lamp, 

k that the replacement lamp IS the correct type for the 
cat1on, wattage and cap for use m the c1rcuJt and w1th 
ol gear 

re that the lamp is correctly located in the lampholder 
he glass outer IS not scratched dunng msert1on. 

) 
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Durong Use 

If the outer envelope IS broken the lamp must not be 
operated 

Where mercury diScharge and metal halide lamps are used 
for prolonged penods 1n close prox1m1ty to eyes and sk1n 
there may be a sl1ght possibility of a low level UV rad1at1on 
hazard SUitable protectiOn should be employed 

Certain metal halide lamps have operating restnctlons, details 
of Which are spec1f1ed With the lamps 

DISposal 

These lamps should be broken 1n a conta1ner Precaut1ons 
must be taken agamst flymg glass or other fragments The 
operatiOn should be earned out outdoors (or m a well 
ventilated area) W1th high pressure mercury lamps it IS not 
necessary to break up the mner arc tube Where applicable, 
the debns of large quantJttes of lamps must be d1sposed of 
1n accordance With the rules of the Local Authority 

Warnmg 

The un1t generates h1gh voltage pulses for lamp starting 
Suttable safety precautions should be taken dunng 1nstallat1on 
and operatton of the un1t 

The control un1t and assoc1ated lamp house must be earthed 
The H V cable should be protected from accidental damage 
The supply must be d1sconnected before serv1c1ng For 
outdoor use the lamp must be protected from ra1n 

SPECTRAl POWER OISTA1stm0111 CSI COMMCT SOtR:E M(TAL HALIDE 

"' ,----.----.---, 

WAV£L£MGTII 11• 

C1rcutt D1agram 

1 kW Hot Re-start C~rcu1t (for 220/240V 50Hz supplies) 

5A 

"" FoM 
PHASE 30 kV 

NEUTRAL 
N I G533521 

8ALLAST ... ~ 
E cud 

EARTH 

Schtmatoc w.rong dlagr•m for Hot R'"t"k' w.th G53352 ognnor 

The G53352 consiStS of a 50/60Hz transformer (T2) h1gh 
voltage capacitor (C9), spark gap (SG 1), output transformer 
(T3) and control CirCuitry 

Thorn L1ght1ng reserve the r~ght to alter the specJfJcat.on w1thout 
pnor not1ce or pubhc announcement. 
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IITHORNEMI 

Available from-
THORN EMI Lamps •nd Coll'lponenb Umited 

M1les Road M1tcham Surrey CA4 3YX 
Telephone 01·640 1221 Telex 25534 Sandby M•tcham 

Identification 

Specification Ref 99-0221 

Applications 

The high eff1cacy, robustness and small SIZe of this lamp 
makes it emmently SUitable for proJeCtor purposes such as 
for follow spotlights For photographiC use 1t IS SUitable for 
use w1th daylight colour film stock 

Descnptton 

The 1000W Compact Source lod1de Lamp g1ves wh1te light 
of good colour rendenng at an eff1cacy of 90 L/W for 500 
hours life The arc SIZe IS approximately 15 mm x 5 mm and 
the bnghtness IS about 8000 candelas per square cm 

The h1gh eff1cacy IS obta1ned by the use of an arc diScharge 
The 10d1de technique has been used to introduce add1t1onal 
elements mto the arc and to keep the bulb wall clean 
throughout life 

The lamp IS somewhat unconventronal rn appearance lt rs 
extremely robust The small total phySical SIZe and the 
ability to operate 1t In any poSitiOn ensures that the lamp can 
be readily f1tted mto exiSting eqUipment, and simpl1f1es tl'le 
deSign of new equ1pment The smgle ended construction and 
the degree of prefocuSing prov1ded means that lamp replace
ment IS straightforward 

Performance 

Electrrcal Charactenstrcs 

Supply volts 
Arc watts 
Arc volts 
Arc current 
Run-up time 
Re-start time 

Drmensions 

Arc length 
Overall length 
l1ght centre length 
o.ameter 
Cap 

240 
1000 
70/85 
15 amps 
30 secs 
2/5 m Ins 

14-15mm 
85 mm max excluding pms 
635t2mm 
32mm max 
Medium 81post-G22 

Lummous Characterrstrcs 
Initial efficacy 90 l!W 
Lumen maintenance 85% 
Colour rendering index RA 85 
Chromaticity co-ordmates x ""0 385 

L1fe (nominal obJective) 
Operating position 

y=0395 
500 hours 
Universal 

Issue date. August 1983 
Replaces· September 1982 

CSI 

4:99.9 

Compact Source Mercury Iodide Projector Lamp 
1kW 

~ ~ 
·- - I 

I J 
N ~ r M ., .. .... E 

"' 
... - CD - ... 
u ... 

l__ 
I 

.. uu max 
40max 

max 

- All dimensions in mm 
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:ontrol Gear 

:ontrol gear and box G 53255 

peration and Maintenance 

afety 

efore Use 

lways 1solate the equ1pment from the electnc1ty supply 
efore msertmg or replacmg a lamp 

heck that the replacement lamp "the correct type for the 
plicat1on, wattage and cap for use in the c~rcu1t and w1th 
ntrol gear 

nsure that the lamp IS correctly located m the lampholder 
d the Quartz envelope IS not scratched dunng 1nsert1on 

unng Use 

here mercury diScharge and metal halide lamps are used 
r prolonged penods m close prox1m1ty to eyes and skm 

here may be a slight posSibility of a low level UV rad1at1on 
azard Su1table protection should be employed 

ertam metal halide lamps have operat1ng restrictions, deta1ls 
I wh1ch are spec1f1ed w1th the lamps 

1gh pressure mercury diScharge lamps With quartz envelopes 
1thout glass outer bulbs em1t short wave ultra violet 

ad1at1on wh1ch "readily transmitted through quartz ThiS 
ad1at10n IS harmful to eyes and skm, operators must be 
h1elded from d~rect or reflected short wave ultra v1olet 
ad1at10n. 

ISposal 

hese lamps should be broken m a contamer Precautions 
ust be taken aga1nst fly1ng glass or other fragments The 
perat1on should be earned out outdoors (or 1n a well 
entilated area) W1th h 1gh pressure mercury lamps 1t is not 
ecessary to break up the 1nner arc tube Where applicable, 
he debriS of large quant1t1es of lamps must be diSposed of 

accordance w1th the rules of the Local Authonty ••.... 

.armng 

he un1t generates h1gh voltage pulses for lamp start•ng 
Ultable safety precaut1ons should be taken dunng mstallat1on 
nd operat1on of the umt 

he control un1t and assoc1ated lamp house must be earthed 
he H V cable should be protected from acc1dental damage 
he supply must be disconnected before servic1ng. For 
utdoor use the lamp must be protected from ra1n 

loodlightmg F1ttmg 

u1table f1ttmgs rei 00 1 000 senes available for use w1th 
hese lamps, g1ving a variety of light d1stnbutions, and 
corporatmg the starter unit G53319 w1th1n the f1ttmg 

OUSinQ 

I 
.f-. 

-~ 

! 

WAYRENGTM •• 

tkW CSI Circuit Diagram Using Choke 
G53307·T and lgmtor G53319 

Cl 
220/>4011 ..... -· 
Ct -175JJF 250V A.C. 
C2/C3 - 0.22 JJF 1 OOOV 
C4 - 0.005 JJF 250V A.C. 

Rt - 4.7kntOW 
R2- 4.7k.t\1W 
R L 1 - Magnet1c Dev1ces 

325/TS 14084 

THORN EMI,..rntbo right to altortbospeclflc:atiOn without 
prior notice or public announcement. 
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THORN LIGHTING 

Identification 

Applications 

For use '"film and televiSIOn l1ghtmg For colour f1lm stock 
balanced for l1ght of 5500K and for all colour or monochrome 
televiSIOn productions 

Particularly su1table for portable reporter llghtmg Battery or 
mams operating 

Descnpt1on 

Thorn Lighting SCientiStS have developed a new Single-ended 
diScharge lamp to meet demand from the TV and film 
Industry for a portable, 200W hot restnke lamp of 'daylight' 
colour 

The Compact lod1de Daylight (CID) lamp IS one of the most 
Important developments m the l1ghtmg Industry for many 
years, offermg for the f1rst t1me an extremely robust smgle
ended lamp wh1ch g1ves correct colour rendenng on film 
stock balanced for 5500"K 

The Cl D lamp IS able to meet the very stnngent demands of 
f1lm l1ght1ng cameramen and TV l1ght1ng d~rectors because of 
these combmed advantages -

1 Correlated colour temperature of 5,500" K ± 400 
2 Ra colour rendenng 1ndex of 85 
3 DIN standard 5035 clasSificatiOn class 1 
4 Un1que Single-ended construction 
5 Maintenance of colour throughout life 
6 Reduced fl1cker 

Performance 

Electncal charactenstJcs 
Supply volts 
Arc watts 
Arc volts 
Arc current (amps) 
Starting voltage (Pulse) 

Control gear 
Senes choke 
lgMor 
CirCUit 

Lum1n1ous characteriStiCS 
lmt1al eff1cacy 
Colour 

Run up t1me 

Restart t1me 

L1fe 
Nom mal objeCtive 

DimenSions (mm) 
Arc length 
D1a (maxI 
LCL 
Overall length (max I 
Cap 

-- - 220/240 
200 

70 
33 

10kV m1n 

G 53321 T 
X D 1332 1 
See Over 

70 L/W 
Daylight 

1 mmute 

Instantaneous 

100 hours 

5 
15 
36 5± 1 
57 
GY9 5 w1th centre slot 
(See drawmg) 

Issue date October 1981 

C I D compact iodide daylight lamp 
200W metal halide discharge lamp 
Specification Ref: 99-0211 

' 

36 5 
±10 

_ ...., 

15 - MAX -I 
l'f I 

I 

--

In 

.--
ll h 

1-1 1-
.., _ 

25 
MIN ~ 

'"'-
21 5 
MAX 

_I 

57 
M AX 

I 
to 
MIN 

I 



G 53321 T 
XD 13321 

CHOKE 
IGNITOR 

CONTROL GEAR CIRCUIT 
FOR MAINS OPERATION 

0 1 )Jf 
390n. 

SPARK GAP 

IGNITOR CIRCUIT 

,--300± 25--1 

LAMP 

! ~:ml I 
! -

"' "' +I 

LAMPHOLDER 
(ProviSional) 

20nom 
~~ 

RNING 

0 

"' "' 

e un1t generates h1gh voltage pulses for lamr c;tarttng 
proprrate safety precautions should be taken when 
v1cmg or operatmg the un1t 

l1ghtmg un1ts should be prov1ded w1th a front safety glass 
1ch will g1ve protectton from harmful ultra-v1olet radrat1on 
non-qu1escent lamp failure 

te: The lamp may also be operated from su1table electroniC 
lasts to g1ve fl1cker free l1ght output These ballasts can be 
1gned for 120/240 volt, 50/60Hz mams or for low voltage 

supplies 

rther Information 
rn l•ght1ng reserve the nght to alter the spec•f•cat•on w•thout pnor 
1ce or public announcement 
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THORN UGHTING 

Identification 

Applications 

For us• w1th colour film balanced for light of 5500°K and all 
monochrome film stock Su1table for monochrome or colour 
televiSIOn productions 

Des1gned for use 1n Fresnal lens lumma1res and ellipsOidal 
spotlights Also for theatre and allied apPlications where 
SUitable lighting f111mgs can make good use of the h1gh 
mtens1ty, compact l1ght source. 

Performance 

Electr1cal Charactenst1cs 

Supply Voltage 
Arc Voltage 
Nom,nal Arc Current 
Run-up T1Me 
Re-start T1rr.e 

Lum1nous CharactenStiCS 

Arc Length 
Lurrten O ... ~put 
Lu...,en ·:a "'lte~al"l.:e 
Corre'ate:: Colour T2 ~;:;~rature 
Ge'1e .. al Co.our Re ... J-?'•"'~9 
Index Re 
Rated L te 
Base-

Chron a!. .: , ty eo-or d na!es 

Operation and Maintenance 

Safety 

Before Use 

:>20/240 AC 
80 
7 amp 
1 m1nute 
lns~antaneous 

9 ± 1 0 
35.000 
90% 
5,500:!: 400°K 

85 
500 hrs 
G22 61post 
Any 

x' 0 333 y' 0 341 

Ah-..ays •S.::Ia·e the e~wp~1ent from the electr'c'tY supply 
before ws~rtmg or replac,ng a lamp 

Check. tha! the re~•,~c::·nent la 11p tS the t0rre:t type for the 
,.,;:'PI•cat .... n,\'\8liCI\!~ ..:ltd cap for us~ 1n tt"l£:-i:rrcu1t and \• 1tl, 

~ontrut ~ea'" 

F•1Si.J'C ~~1.:;~ the Id ;: s ccot'nly lo·.att:d ,,, t~c 1.J T~thol,ie'" 

<:l'ld I h~ J ~ '"tl en\ t~ , ;: e rS not 5CJ~,:h;>d d-.~• .'1-; Hl<;e, :t•"~n 

Issue date September 1982 4:99. 

CID SOOW Compact Source Discharge Lamp 
Hot Restrike 

Specification No.:'99-041i 

os 1 
m .. 

WARNING 

. 

t1· ~\ 

I= t: 

..... ,.,. 
L22s:d 

max 

--40 --

63 
%2 

I 
25 
I 

5 
0 

5 

1'\ 

'4 ·~ I L..o 
I 

p 

.'-
_I L 
6 35 

- 20 ,_ 

The umt generates htgh vol!a;e pulses for lamr c;tartrng 
Arpropnate safety precautrons shm.ld be tJken \.hen 
serv1C109 or operatmg the uO•t 

All hght1ng un1ts should be p .. Jvtd2d w.th a front safety a lass 
wh1ch will g1ve protert1on fro'll harmful ultra-v1olet rajr;tron 
and non-qutescent lamp failure 

Note· The tamp may a:so be c;:.eratej from SUitat!e electron re 
ballasts to g1ve fld,er free ~,,~t output Theso lo311asts can be 
des•gned for 120/240 volt, 5J'60 Hz marns or for low voltage 
DC supplies 

Further Information 
Thorn L•ghtrng rt?~e"V~ th~ r•gO,t 1~ art.u ti-e spe:c1ftCC:t•on ~o•,ntl-out pr•Or 
nvilce or public ar'lnou.,cement 
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THORN UGHTING 

Identification 

Applications 

For use w1th colour film balanced for l1ght of 5500°K and all 
monochrome film stock SUitable for monochrome or colour 
televiSIOn productions 

Des1gned for use 1n Fresnal lens lumJna1res and elllpso1dal 
spotlights Also for theatre and allied appl1cat10ns where 
su1table l1ght1ng f1tt1ngs can make good use of the h1gh 
mtens1ty, compact light source 

Performance 

Electncal Charactenst1cs 

Supply Voltage 
Arc Voltage 
Nom1nal Arc Current 
Run-up T1me 
Re-start T1me 

Lum1nous Charactenst1cs 

Arc Length 
Lumen Output 
Lumen Mamtenance 
Correlated Colour Temperature 
General Colour Rendenng 
Index Ra 
Rated L1fe 
Base-
Operating PoSition 

Operation and Maintenance 

Safety 

Before Use 

220/240 AC 
70-85 
15 amp 
1 m1nute 
Instantaneous 

14 ± 1 0 
70,000 
90% 
5,500 ± 400°K 

85 
500 hrs 
G38 B1post 
Any 

Always 1solate the eqUipment from the electnc1ty supply 
before 1nsertmg or replac1ng a lamp 

Check that the replacement lamp IS the correct type for the 
application, wattage and cap for use m the ClrcUJt and w1th 
control gear 

Ensure that the lamp IS correctly located 1n the lampholder 
and the quartz envelope IS not scratched dunng 1nsert1on 

Issue date Apnl 1982 

CID 1000W Compact Source Discharge Lamp 
Hot Restroke 

Specification No.: 99-Q422 

118 
m ax 

-''----- '-

A 

11 

11 I 

'-I-

---..38·~-_o 25 

63 5 
~20 

28 5 

All d1mens1ons m mm 

DEPENDENCE OF OPTICAL CHARACTERI5nCS OF LAMP 
ON POWER DISSIPATED - -

120 

110 

100 

~ 
E 
•90 
~ 
rf 

80 

70 
';"" 

60 
700 

V 
/_ 

LumensjWaty 

/ 
/ 

''Lamp Lumens 

800 900 1000 1100 

Power Watts 



rYPICAL SPECTRAL POWER HISTOGRAM 

(102 

2 
Spectral PowerO.str.but1on 
of1kWCIOLamp -

Recontt•tutea Daylight at 
5500°K 1065) .......... 

w •J~ ~ ~ ftz:- ·;~, 
V 'l ...... 

' u ' 

F 
0 

•oo •so soo sso 600 6SO 700 7SO soo 
Wavelength {nm) 

tng Use 

pressure mercury dtscharge lamps wtth quartz envelopes 
out glass outer bulbs emtt short wave ultra vtolet 

atton whtch ts readily transmitted through quartz Thts 
atton IS harmful to eyes and sktn, operators must be 
lded from dtrect or reflected short wave ultra vtolet 
at10n 

atn metal haltde lamps have operatmg restncttons, detatls 
htch are spectfted wtth the lamps 

a sal 

se lamps should be broken 1n a contamer Precauttons 
t be taken agamst flymg glass or other fragments The 
atton should be earned out outdoors (or m a well 
dated area) Where appl1cable, the debns of large 
ttttes of lamps must be dtsposed of 1n accordance w1th 
rules of the Local Authonty 

- 1.1 6 -

DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAMP 
SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

120 

l/ V 
110 

Voltage V 
I/ 

l/ 
V Power & Curren' 

so 
V 

70 
190 200 210 220 230 2•0 250 260 

Supply Voltage 

TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF LAMP FROM 
SWITCH•ON 

1.0 

120 

100 
~ 

c 
2 

! 80 
!!l 
~ 60 c • 
" :. •o 

20 

/?1 
1// 

j 'I 
,/ I ~e 

.../ 'Uimp 
lumens 

30sec 1mm 

Tune from Sw1tch-on 

' 

2mm 

Thorn L1ghtmg reserve the rrght to alter the spec1f1cat1on Without 
- pnor notice or pubhc announcement 
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THORN UGHTING 

Identification 

Applications 

- 117-

For use m f1lm and televiSIOn llghtmg Su1table for colour 
film stock balanced for light of 5500K and for all colour or 
monochrome televiSIOn productiOns. 

The CID lamp IS also Widely used for theatre lightmg and 
allied appl1cat1ons where su1table l1ghtmg f1ttmgs can make 
good use of thiS robust, lightweight, compact h1gh IntenSity 
light source 

Descnption 

ThiS 1 kW Cl D lamp conSists of a h1gh pressure metal halide 
diScharge lamp enclosed w1thm an 8 mch sealed beam glass 
envelope 

The arc tube IS of quartz and the diScharge IS between 
tungsten electrodes rn an atmosphere of mercury vapour wrth 
add1t1onal metall1c 1od1des These additions ensure a l1ght of 
5500 ± 400K and the lamp operates at very h1gh eff1cacy 

The extremely accurate posJtJonrng of the arc tube With m 
the outer envelope grves a beam candle power m excess of * m1llion candelas w1th a total spread of 20' (to ''•• peak) 

Performance 
Electrical CharacteriStiCS 

Supply Voltage 
Base 
Arc Voltage 
Nommal Arc Current 
Run-up t1me 
Operatmg Pos1t1on 

, 
Lu m1 nous Charactenstacs 

Peak ln1t1al Beam Candlepower 
Beam W1dth (Y, peak) mcluded 

angle 
F1eld angle (''•• peak) included 

angle 
Correlated Colour Temperature 
Colour Rendenng Index Ra 
ChromatiCity co-ord1nates 

220/240AC* 
G38 B1post 
70-85 
15 amp--
1 mmute 
Any 

850,000 cds 

a· 

20' 
5500±400K 
85 
x'0333 y'0341 

*Details upon application for control gear for operatmg on 
supply voltage between 1 OOV and 240V AC 50Hz or 60 Hz 

Issue date September 1981 4:9.9.1 

CID Compact Iodide Daylight Lamp 
1 kW Metal Halide Discharge Lamp 
Specification Ref. 99 • 1225 

175 
max 85 

'!:50 

I 

All d1mensaons 1n mm 



DEPENDENCE OF OPTICAL CHARACTEfUmCS OF LAMP 
ON POWER DISSIPATED 

IWr-----,---~r----,-----,--, 

60 -l------:-1-:----:!-::--±::-~:±:-....J 
700 800 900 \000 1100 

DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Of LAMP 
SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

120 

110 

V 
~ 

Vottagey V 

v /Power & Current I 
I , 80 

V 
70 

190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Safety 

Before Use 

Always ISolate the eqUipment from the electriCity supply 
before msertlng or replacmg a lamp 

Check that the replacement lamp IS the correct type for the 
appl1cat1on. wattage and cap for use m the C1rcu1t and With 
control gear 

Ensure that the lamp IS correctly located m the lampholder 
and the glass outer IS not scratched dunng 1nsert1on 

Dunng Use 

If the outer envelope IS broken the lamp must not be operated 

Where mercury diScharge and metal hal1de lamps are used for 
prolonged penods m close proxnr11ty to eyes and sk1n there 
may be a slight posSibility of a low level UV rad1at1on 
hazard Su1table protection should be employed 

Certam metal hal1de lamps have operat1ng restnct10ns,deta11s 
of wh1ch are spec1f1ed With the lamps 

D1sposal 

These lamps should be broken m a contamer Precaut1ons 
must be taken aga1nst flymg glass or other fragments The 
operat1on should be earned out outdoors {or m a well 
ventilated area) Wtth h1gh pressure mercury lamps 1t 1s not 
necessary to break up the 1nner arc tube Where applicable, 
the debns of large quant1t1es of lamps must be d1sposed of 
m accordance With the rules of the Local Authonty 

1 kW CSI C1rcu1t D1agram Usmg Choke 
G53307-Tand lgmtor G53319 

2QA HRC 

Cl 

2201240V 
SOH< 

supply 

L 
Swtsw.tchr-- ---------, 

or I : 
Delay t1mer: 1 

Po_,fac::tor 1 : 
correct10n : '- 1 

I : lt 

' " 1 I 11 

N 1 H~ __ l_~: 
N._--~--------~----·~~~~~-~-~-~-~-~-' I Tramforrner I 

!.... -- ----- !.~'20]:_-- _I 

R1.:.. 4 7kA10W 
R2 -4 7kA1W 

"w 
CSIIamp 

- C1 - 175 uF 250V A C 
C2/C3 - 0 22 J.JF 1 OOOV 
C4 - 0.005 J.JF 250V A. C. R L 1 - MagnetiC Dev1ces 

325/TS 14084 

Warnmg 

The umt generates h1gh voltage pulses for lamp starting 
Suitable safety precautions should be taken dunng 1nstallat1on 
and operat1on of the umt 

The control umt and associated lamp house must be earthed 
The H V cable should be protected from acc1dental damage 
The supply must be diSconnected before servrc1ng For 
outdoor use the lamp must be protected from ra1n 

Floodhghtmg F1ttmg (see data sheet T301 

SUitable f1ttmgs ref OM 1000 senes available for use with 
these lamps, g1v1ng a vanety of light diStributions, and 
mcorporatmg the starterun1t OMX w1th1n the f1ttmg houSing 

Further Information 
Thorn L1gl'lt1ng reserve the r1ght to alter the spec1f1catton wathout pnor 
not1ce or pubhc announcement. 
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THORN LIGHTING 

Identification 

Applications 

For use 1n film and televiSIOn l1ghtmg Su1table for colour 
film stock balanced for l1ght of 5500K and for all colour or 
monochrome televrsron productrons 

The CID lamp IS also Widely used for theatre llghtmg and 
allied applications where su1table l1ghllng f1111ngs can make 
good use of thiS robust, l1ghtwe1ght, compact h1gh mtenSity 
light source 

Descnptron 

ThiS 1 kW Cl D lamp conSists of a h1gh pressure metal hail de 
diScharge lamp enclosed W1th1n an 8 1nch sealed beam glass 
envelope wrth a drchrorc coated reflector 

The arc tube IS of quartz and the diScharge IS between 
tungsten electrodes m an atmosphere of mercury vapour wrth 
additiOnal metalliC 10d1des These additions ensure a light of 
5500 ± 400K and the lamp operates at very h1gh efficacy 

The extremely accurate posrtromng of the arc tube wrthm 
the outer envelope grves a beam candle power m excess of 
% mlllron candelas wrth a total spread of 20• (to ''•o peak) 

Performance 

Electncal Charactenst1cs 

Supply Voltage 
Base 

- Arc Voltage 
Nom mal Arc Current 
Run·up trme 
Restnke trme 
Operatmg Posrtron 
Average Rated L1fe 

Lumrnous Charactenstrcs 

Peak lnrtral Beam Candlepower 
Beam Width (Y, peak) Included 

angle 
F1eld angle 1'1•• peak)mcluded 

angle 
Correlated Colour Temperature 
Colour Rendenng Index Ra 
ChromatiCity co-ordmates 
Reflector 

220/240 AC* 
G38 BIPOSI 
70-85 
15 amp 
1 mrnute 
Instantaneous 
Any 
1000 hrs 

850,000 cds 

8' 

20' 
5500±400K 
85 
x'0333 y'0341 
Drchrorc coated 

*Details upon applicatiOn for control gear for operating on 
supply voltage between 100V and 240V AC 50Hz or 60Hz 

Issue date September 1981 4:9.9.2 

C I D Compact Iodide Daylight Lamp 

1 kW Hot Restrike Metal Halide Discharge Lamp 

Specification Ref. 99- 1425 

175 
max 

All d1mens1ons 1n mm 
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eration and Maintenance 

ys ISolate the equ1pment from the electriCity supply 
fore msertlng or replacmg a lamp 

eck that the replacement lamp 1s the correct type for the 
llcat10n, wattage and cap for use m the c1rcu1t and wtth 
trol gear. 

sure that the lamp IS correctly located 1n the lampholder 
the glass outer IS not scratched dunng 1nsert1on 

Durmg Use 

If the outer envelope IS broken the lamp must not be operated 

Where mercury discharge and metal hallde lamps are used for 
prolonged penods 10 close prox1m1ty to eyes and skm there 
may be a slight posSibility of a low level UV rad1at1on 
hazard Su1table protection should be employed 

Certain metal hal1de lamps have operating restnct1ons, details 
of wh 1ch are spec1f1ed w1th the lamps 

DISposal 

These lamps should be broken 1n a contamer Precaut1ons 
must be taken agamst fly1ng glass or other fragments The 
operat1on should be earned out outdoors (or 1n a well 
ventilated area) W1th h1gh pressure mercury lamps 11 IS not 
necessary to break up the 1nner arc tube Where applicable, 
the debns of large quant1t1es of lamps must bed 1sposed of 
1n accordance w1th the rules of the Local Authonty 

1kW Hot Re-start C1rcu1t (for 220/240V 50Hz suppl1es) 

' 

BALLAST 

PHASE Fl 

SA 

NEUTRAL 

EARTH 

SA 

L----1 BALLAST 

EARTH 

SchematiC wor1nQ doag<am for Hot Re~troke W1th GS33S2 1gn1tor 

Pnnted CircUit ~rd 

conuuns no uHr 
serv~e~ble componenn 1 

To Citse 

Cll 

"" lOOOV 

The G 53352 consiSts of a 50/60Hz transformer (T2) h 1gh 
voltage capac1tor (C9), spark gap (SGl), output transformer 
(T3) and control wcu1try 

Electncal Charactenstics 220/240V 50Hz 

Supply Voltage 220 240 
Supply Frequency (Hz) - 50 50 
Supply Current (A) 56 50 
Total C1rcu1t Watts (W) 1120 1140 

Supply Power Factor ( Lagg1ng) 091 094 
Lamp Voltage (V) 77 77 
Lamp Current (A) 14 7 14 7 
Lamp Wattage (W) 1000 1000 

Max1mum starting current (A) 
1) I ~ne current (175J.JF PFC) 5 35 
2) lamp current no PFC 16 16 
% 3rd Harmon1c content 1n I me current 18 18 
Recommended fuse rattng 20A 20A 

Power Factor Correction 

Capac•tors are connected between phase and neutral for 
s1ngle phase operat1on The recommended value of power 
factor correction IS 175J.J F wh1ch results 1n a supply power 
factor of 0 94 (lagging) 10 the 240V CirCUit and 0 91 10 the 
220V CirCUit 

For deta1ls of Three Phase OperatiOn and supply voltages 
other than 220/240V AC 50Hz see Thorn L1ght1ng Data 
sheet ref T 49/T available on request 

Further InformatiOn 
Thorn L1ghtmg reserve the nght to alter the spec1f1cat•on w1thout pnor 
not1ce or publiC announcement. 
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THORN LIGHTING 

Identification 

Applications 

For use w1th colour film stock balanced for daylight of 
5500K and for all colour or monochrome telev1s1on 
productions The Cl D lamp IS designed for use m fresnel 
lens lum1nanes and for theatre light1ng and all1ed appl1cat1ons 
where su1table lightmg f1ttmgs can make good use of th1s 
h1gh mtens1ty compact light source 

DescriptiOn 

The 2 5kW Cl D lamp g1ves light of 5500 ±400K at an 
eff1cacy of 80 UW The Cl D lamp IS a metal hal1de diScharge 
arc lamp With a quartz envelope and IS of extremely robust 
constructton tn stngle ended form of compact dtmenstons 
The mternat1onal standard G38 base ensures that the lamp 
can be read1ly f1tted mto many exiSting lumma~res and 
Simplifies the deSign of new equ1pment 

Performance 

Electncal Charactenst1cs 

Supply Voltage 
Base 
Arc Voltage 
Nom mal Arc Current 
Run·up ttme 
Restr1ke t1me 
lgn1tor 

Lumtnous Characteristics 

Arc Length 
Lumen Output 
Lumen Matntenance 
Correlated Colour Temperature 
General Colour Rendenng 
Index Ra 
ChromatiCity co-ordmates 

Operatmg PoSition 
Average Rated L1fe 

220/240 AC* 
G38 B1post 
100 nom. 
30amp 
1 mmute 
Instantaneous 
IREMAD3050 

18 nom 
200,000 
90% 
5500±400K 

85 
x'0.333 y'O 341 

Any 
350 hrs 

*Details upon application for control gear for operat1on on 
supply voltages between 1 OOV and 240V AC 50Hz or 60Hz 

Issue date· October 1981 4:9.9.4 

C I D Compact Iodide Daylight Lamp 

2.5kW Hot Restrike Metal Halide Discharge Lamp 

Specification Ref. 99- 0431 

400 
-- MAX-

I~ 
0 

\ k 
l .-

175 MAX 127± 02 
m no 

.. --

I I 
0 

I I I 
' I I 28 
' ' I I I 

5 

I I -
j_ 38.1±0.25_j 

nom 
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Operation and Mamtenance 

Safety 

Before Use 

Always ISolate the equipment from the electriCity supply 
before 1nsert1ng or replacmg a lamp 

Check that the replacement lamp IS the correct type for the 
application, wattage and cap for use m the CirCUit and w1th 
control gear 
I 

1
Ensure that the lamp IS correctly located m the lampholder 
and the quartz envelope IS not scratched dunng 1nsert1on 

Dunng Use 

here mercury diScharge and metal halide lamps are used for 
rolonged penods 1n close prox1m1ty to eyes and skm there 
ay be a slight poss1b11ity of a low level of UV rad1at1on 

azard. Suitable protection should be employed 

ertam metal halide lamps have operating restrictiOns, detailS 
f wh1ch are spec1f1ed w1th the lamps 

1gh pressure mercury diScharge lamps With quartz envelopes 
1thout glass outer bulbs em1t short wave ultra VIolet 

ad1at1on wh1ch IS readily transmitted through quartz Th1s 
ad1at1on is harmful to eyes and skm, operators must be 
h1elded from direct or reflected short wave ultra VIOlet 
adJatron 

1sposal 

hese lamps should be broken m a conta1ner Precaut1ons 
ust be taken agamst flymg glass or other fragments The 

perat10n should be camed out outdoors (or 1n a well 
entllated area) W1th h1gh pressure mercury lamps, ltiS not 
ecessary to break up the 1nner arc tube Where applicable, 
he debns of large quant1t1es of lamps must be diSposed of m 
ccordance With the rules of the Local Authonty 

urther Information 
orn L•ghtmg reserve the r1ght to alter the speclf•cat•on Without 

1or notace or public announcement 
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• 

APPENDIX 2 ------

DETAILS OF TRIALS INVOLVING USE OF TWO COLOUR RATIO PYROMETER 

AS MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 
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APPENDIX 2 

TRIALS CARRIED OUT USING RATIO PYROMETER 

This instrument was selected for evaluation as a possible 

measuring tool as it has the advantage over the majority 

of other temperature measuring techniques of not requiring 

an emissivity correction to be made in order to obtain 

a value for true surface temperature of the target 

material. 

This depends though on the emissivity remaining constant 

for-the wavelength bands observed by the instrument. 

Although the value of emissivity for tungsten does vary 

with wavelength the criteria is satisfied in this instance 

as the wavelength regions are sufficiently close together 

to make any difference negligible. The wavelength 

bands compared in the instrument are two narrow bands 

centred on 550 and 650 nanometers. 

The instrument works by focussing radiant energy from 

the hot target at a target image plane, the rays then 

pass through a beam splitting mirror which sends a 

fraction of the radiation back to the view finding 

eyepiece which focusses on the field of view iris and 

on the target image. The greater fraction of radiation 

passes through the beam splitting mirror and into an 

- integrat-ing sphere~. 

The integrating sphere has two photomultipliers attached 

to it, one having a green filter (550pm) and the second, 

a red filter (650nm). The ratio of the signals from these 

two detectors is determined by the electronics of the 

instrument and is proportional to the temperature of the 

target surface. 

The instrument has an internal calibration standard 

in the form of a tungsten lamp and the meter should be 

checked before making any measurements. 
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The readout is in degrees centigrade via a digital 

L.E D display or a pen-recorder output terminal. The 

particular instrument used was non-standard and had an 

extra iris inserted in the target image plane which could 

be used to limit the size of the target area. The layout 

of the detector head and control unit are shown in 

Figure Al, The procedure for operation was that after 

setting the calibration the target was viewed via the 

eyepiece and the target brought into focus by adjustment 

of the focussing ring on the object lens system. The 

iris could then be closed down to define the target area 

which, when fully closed, gave a target circle of 

approximately 2mm diameter. If the low intensity light 

is alight on the control panel the radiation level is 

insufficient to give a reading and the instrument has 

to be repositioned with a reduced target-detector distance. 

This procedure was adopted in an attempt to make some 

temperature measurements on the coils of some 2.5kW 

CID lamps with the following results:-

Initial measurements were made viewJ.ng centrally the coil 

of a 2.5kW CID lamp @ 260v Input ( ~ 2800W) 

@ 240v Input (~ 2500W) 

@ 210v Input (01 2050W) 

@ 180v Input (~ 1700W) 

and the temperatures monitored by means of a pen-recorder. 

Typical-traces are shown in Figure A2 • The traces show 

the considerable instability of the readings giving a 

total spread of as much as 310°C. If the lamp power is 

reduced still further to 1500W after approximately 10 minutes 

a significant change occurs as is seen by the bottom trace 

shown in Figure A2, 

This stabilising of the trace is accompanied by an 

equally noticeable change in the behaviour of the gases 

in the arc tube. With the lamp operating at the higher 

wattages, clouds of gas can be clearly seen swirling in 

the arc tube. At 1500W when the stable temperature 

trace is obtained, no such gaseous movement can be seen 

and the gas cloud within the lamp looks to be stationary. 
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-power 
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F1gure A 1. Two colour pyrometer 
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The most likely explanation £or this phenomena is that 

the moving gas cloud contains a high concentration of 

mercury which has a resonance line at 550 nm, within 

one of the bands at which the instrument measures, 

and the reading is being affected by emission, or 

absorption, of radiation by the mercury in this region 

thus causing the fluctuat1on as the amount of mercury 

in the pyrometers optical path can be changed by the 

convection currents in the lamp, If this is the case 

it does not therefore follow that the stable 

temperature reading is correct as the interference 

may still be occuring but at a constant level, In order 

to obtain a value for the temperature without incurring 

this error one possible solution would be to change the 

1 550nM band to one which is in a region not affected 

by emission or absorption in the gas cloud, This 

would involve a major modification to the instrument 

which could not be carried out as it is also in use for 

other work which would be adversely affected by a 

maJor modification to the instrument. A further 

alternative is to extrapolate a cooling curve for the 

electrode back to time zero after switch off and assuming 

any arc radiation would decay instantaneously at switch 

off, This method is not feasible for two maJor reasons:

Firstly, the decay in electrode radiation rapidly 

takes the level below the low intensity level for 

the instrument and although the_arc decays very -

rapidly the wall temperature is such that clouds of 

mercury and metal halide vapours will still remain in 

the optical path of the instrument for several seconds 

until the walls cool sufficiently to allow them to 

condense and they can still absorb the radiation 

from the electrode, 
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The only way to overcome the problem of absorption/ 

emission at a wavelength utilised by the instrument 

would be the construction of a ratio pyrometer using 

wavelengths in an area not affected by the arc or 

vapour clouds in the lamp, The building of such a 

pyrometer was not considered practical for this 

investigation and ratio pyrometry was not pursued 

further, 

This oscillation of output was also encountered in 

the limited trials carried out using a pyrometer 

employing a silicon detector, the response of which 

extends across the areas of strong emission and 
absorption of the mercury and consequently suffer a 

similar drawback, 
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APPENDIX 3 

DETAILS OF ALL MEASURED AND CALCULATED 

TEMPERATURE PROFILES 
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2.5kW run at 2.SkW @2, Okiol @1.5kiol 

X T.Heas T.Calc u % T.Meas, T.Calc 6-T % .Meas. T.Calc AT % 

0 3268 3268 0 0 3076 3076 0 0 2903 2903 0 0 

.os 3169 3196 27 0,8 2963 3014 51 1,7 2815 2850 35 1,2 

.15 3097 3064 -33 -1,1 2924 2900 -24 -0,8 2753 2751 -2 -O,l 

.25 3030 2945 -95 -2,8 2826 2797 -29 -1.0 2665 2661 -4 -0,1 

.35 2908 2838 -70 -2,4 2722 2703 -19 -0,7 2592 2578 -14 -0,5 

.4 2791 2769 -22 -o.a 2614 2642 28 1,1 2483 2524 41 1,6 

.5 2679 2644 -35 -1,3 2549 2532 -17 -0,7 2421 2426 5 ,1 

6 2602 2534 -68 -2 6 . 2477 2433 -44 -1,8 2357 2337 -20 -0,8 

-2,7 

-3,4 
.7 2520 2435 -85 -3,4 2409 2343 -66 

.a 2455 2345 -110 -4,5 2340 2261 -79 
2290 2256 -34 1-1,5 
2218 2182 -36 -1,6 

.9 2372 2263 -109 -4,6 2261 2187 -74 -3,3 2146 2114 -32 -1,5 

1.0 2296 2188 -108 -4,7 2193 2119 -74 -3,4 2082 2051 -31 -1,5 

1.1 2226 2120 -106 -4 .a 2128 2055 -73 -3,9 2009 1993 -16 -0,8 

1.2 2170 2057 -113 -5,2 2061 1997 -64 -3,1 1963 1939 -24 -1,2 

1.3 2119 1998 -121 -5,7 2030 1943 -87 -4,3 1918 1889 -29 -1,5 

1.4 2084 1944 -140 -6.7 1986 1892 -94 -4,7 1893 1842 -49 -2,7 

1.5 2048 1893 -155 -7,6 1952 1845 -107 -5,5 1864 1798 -66 -3,5 

1.6 2006 1846 -160 -8,0 1922 1801 -121 -6,3 1842 1756 -86 -4,7 

1.7 1959 1802 -157 -8,0 1880 1759 -121 -6,4 1830 1717 -113 -6,2 

TABLL_U. 

A compar~son of pred1cted and measured temperatures ( K) fo r the 2.5kW CID electrodes operat 

on A C at var1ous wattages. 

-- - --- -- - - - - - - -

' 
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No. 1 No.2 
X T.Meas. T Calc. f.'l' % T.Meas. T.Calc. t.T 

0 3735 3735 0 0 3343 3343 0 

.os 3654 3597 -57 -1.6 3292 3255 -37 

.15 3575 3356 r219 -6.1 3239 3097 -142 

.25 3414 3153 i-261 -7.6 3179 2957 -222 

.35 3258 2980 -278 -8.5 3080 2833 -247 

.4 3197 2902 -295 -9.2 3035 2776 -259 

.5 3048 2761 -287 -9.4 2923 2670 -253 

.6 2914 2637 -277 -9.5 2859 2574 -285 

.7 2801 2526 -275 -9.8 2770 2486 -284 

.8 2657 2427 -230 -8.7 2699 2406 -293 

.9 2570 2337 -233 -9.1 2601 2332 -268 

1.0 2462 2255 -207 -8.4 2503 2264 -239 

1.1 2377 2181 -196 -8.3 2438 2201 -237 

1.2 2301 2ll2 -189 -8.2 2347 2142 -205 

1.3 2222 2049 -173 -8.0 2272 2088 -186 

1.4 2159 1991 -168 -7.8 2201 2036 -165 

1.5 2109 1937 -172 -8.2 2157 1988 -169 

1.6 2091 1886 -205 -9.8 2ll8 1943 -175 

1.7 2038 1839 -199 -9.8 2074 1900 -174 

A comparison of predicted and measured temperatures K) 

for the electrodes of lamps No. 1 and 2 operating at 

2.5kW on A.C. 

% 
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!kW CSI !kW CID 

X T Meas T.Calc AT % T.Meas. T.Calc AT % 

0 2929 2929 0 0 3034 3034 0 0 

.os 2833 2868 35 1.2 2921 2967 46 1.6 

.15 2747 2755 8 0.3 2787 2844 57 2.0 

.25 2643 2653 10 0.4 2715 2734 19 0.7 

.3 2542 2593 51 2.0 2584 2669 85 3.3 

.4 2437 2482 45 1.8 2472 2551 79 3.2 

.5 2305 2383 78 3.4 2374 2466 72 3.0 

.6 2211 2294 83 3.7 2267 2352 85 3.7 

.7 2139 2213 74 3.4 2155 2266 111 5.1 

.8 2073 2139 66 3.2 2064 2188 124 6.0 

.9 2033 2071 38 1.9 2054 2117 63 3.1 

TABLE 13 

A comparison of measured and predicted temperature profiles 

( K) for the electrodes of !kW CSI/CID lamps operated on 

A.C. at rated wattage. 
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LAMP No 339 

@ 2.4kW @ 1.95kW @ 1.4kW 

X T Meas. T Calc. AT % T Meas. T Calc. AT % T.Meas. T.Calc. AT % 

0 3550 3550 0 0 3529 3529 0 0 3273 3273 0 0 
.05 3544 3461 -83 -2.3 3429 3441 12 0.4 3178 3201 23 0.7 
.15 3475 3299 -176 -5.1 3395 3281 -114 -3.4 3165 3068 -97 -3.1 
• 25 3549 3155 -394 -11.1 3332 3140 -192 -s.a 3086 2948 137 -4.5 
.35 3352 3027 -325 -9.7 3142 3013 -129 -4.1 2909 2840 -69 -2.4 
.4 3199 2948 -251 -7.8 29"40 2935 -s -0.2 2739 2773 34 1.2 
.5 3055 2805 -250 -8.2 2828 2793 -34 -1.2 2593 2651 58 2.2 
.6 2892 2679 -213 -7.4 2698 2669 -29 -1.1 2526 2541 15 0.6 
.7 2767 2566 -zoo -7.2 2558 2557 -1 0 2439 2443 4 0.2 
.8 2635 2466 -169 -6.4 2452 2457 6 0.2 2342 2354 12 o.s 
.9 2534 2375 -160 -6.3 2360 2367 7 0.3 2253 2273 20 0.9 
1.0 2435 2292 -143 -5.9 2269 2285 16 0.7 2165 2199 34 1.6 
1.1 2354 2216 -138 -5.9 2226 2210 -16 -0.7 2090 2131 41 2.0 
1.2 2257 2147 -110 -4.9 2128 2141 13 0.6 1994 2068 74 3.7 
1.3 2207 2083 -124 -5.6 2058 2077 20 0.9 1934 2010 76 3.9 
1.4 2139 2023 -115 -5.4 2020 2018 -2 -0.1 1894 1956 62 3.3 
1.5 2080 1968 -112 -5.4 1968 1964 -4 -0.2 1903 1905 2 0.1 
1.6 2005 1917 -a a -4.4 1891 1913 21 1.1 1875 1858 -17 -0.9 

A compar1son of measured and predlcted temperature proflles ( K) of the anode of 2.5kW CID lamp 33c 

run at var1ous wattages on o.c. 
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LAMP No. 339 

@ 2,4kW @ 1.95kW @ l.4kW 

X T Meas. T Calc. 4T % T Meas. T Calc. 4T % T.Meas. T.Calc. 

0 2709 2709 0 2662 2662 0 0 2525 2525 

.os 2665 2664 -1 0 2550 2619 69 2,7 2407 2487 

.15 2606 2581 -26 -1,0 2531 2539 9 ,3 2393 2417 

.25 2583 2504 -80 -3,1 2458 2465 8 ,3 2372 2352 

.35 2516 2432 -84 -3,3 2432 2397 -36 -1,5 2342 2291 

.4 2461 2385 -76 -3,1 2369 2351 -18 -0,8 2263 2251 

.5 2399 2297 -102 -4,2 2317 2266 -51 -2,2 2234 2175 

.6 2368 2218 -151 -6,4 2271 2189 -81 -3,6 2182 2106 

.7 2319 2144 -175 -7.5 2209 2119 -91 -4,1 2123 2042 

.8 2283 2077 -205 -9,0 2171 2054 -117 -5,4 2072 1982 

.9 2211 2016 -195 -8,8 2122 1994 -129 -6,1 2027 1928 

1.0 2168 1959 -210 -9,7 2087 1938 -149 -7,1 1981 1877 

1.1 2123 1905 -218 -10,3 2044 1886 -157 -7,7 1926 1829 

1.2 2108 1856 -252 -12,0 2026 1838 -188 -9,3 1914 1784 

1.3 2087 1809 -278 -13,3 2024 1793 -231 -11,4 1900 1742 

1.4 2068 1766 -302 -14,6 2005 1750 - -255 -12,7 ltlH4 1703 -
-

1.5 2027 1725 -302 -14,9 1990 1711 -2ti0 -14,0 1878 1666 

1.6 2066 1687 379 -18,4 1990 1673 -317 -15,9 1!!39 1631 

A comparison of measured and prediCted temperature profiles ( K) for the cathode of 

2.5kW CID Lamp 339 run at var1ous wattages on D C 

I 
AT % 

I 

0 0 
I 

80 3, 31 

24 1,0 

-20 -o,81 

-51 -2.2: 

-12 -0,51 

-59 -2,61 

-77 -3,5 

-82 -3,91 

-89 -4,31 

-100 -4.9, 

-104 -5,3 

-97 -5,0 

-130 -6,8 

-l"li::1 -U,J 

-lt$1 -9,tJ 

-.u i -11.] 

-~ll -11. 'I 
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LAMP No.2 LAMP No.6 

X T Meas. T Calc. AT % T.Meas. T Ca1c. AT % 

0 3657 3657 0 0 3709 3709 0 0 

.os 3589 3547 -42 -1.2 3707 3595 -112 -3.0 

.15 3521 3352 -169 -4.8 3578 3393 -185 -5.2 

.25 3433 3182 -251 -7.3 3456 3218 -238 -6.9 

.35 3273 3033 -240 -7.3 3313 3065 -248 -7.5 

.4 3256 2965 -291 -8.9 3225 2995 -230 -7.1 

.5 3124 2841 -283 -9.1 3081 2867 -213 -6.9 

.6 3034 2729 -305 -10.1 2942 2753 -189 -6.4 

.7 2937 2628 -309 -10.5 2805 2649 -155 -5.5 

• 8 2809 2536 -273 -9.7 2698 2556 -142 -5.3 

.9 2680 2452 -228 -8.5 2589 2470 -119 -4.6 

1.0 2550 2375 -175 -6.8 I 2499 2392 -107 -4.3 

1.1 2448 2304 -144 -5.9 2424 2320 -104 -4.3 

1.2 2373 2239 -134 -5.7 2320 2253 -67 -2.9 

1.3 2310 2178 -132 -5.7 2272 2191 -81 -3.6 

1.4 2241 2121 -121 -5.4 2213 2133 -80 -3.6 

1.5 2172 2068 -104 -4.8 2154 2079 -75 -3.5 

1.6 2112 2018 -94 -4.5 2074 2029 -45 -2.2 

1.7 2083 1971 -112 -5.4 2049 1981 -68 -3.3 

TABLE 16 ----

A comparison of measured and predicted temperature profiles ( K) 

for the anodes of lamps No. 2 and 6 operated at 2.5kW on-D.C.- --
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LAMP No. 2 LAMP No. 6 

X T Meas. T Calc. AT % T,Meas T,Calc, AT % 

. 
0 3067 3067 0 0 3182 3182 0 0 

.05 2990 2997 7 0.2 3160 3088 -72 -2.3 

.15 2901 2867 -34 -1.1 3103 2919 -184 -5.9 

.25 2823 2752 -71 -2.5 3013 2773 -240 -8,0 

.35 2745 2648 -97 -3.6 2909 2645 -264 -9.1 

.4 2696 2599 -97 -3.6 2867 2586 -281 -9.8 

.5 2662 2509 -153 -5.7 2792 2478 -314 -11.3 

.6 2604 2427 -177 -6.8 2712 2382 -330 -12.2 

.7 2553 2351 -202 -7.9 2636 2294 -342 -13.0 

.8 2497 2281 -216 -8.7 2557 2215 -342 -13.4 

.9 2448 2216 -232 -9.5 2483 2142 -341 -13.7 

1.0 2381 2156 -225 -9.4 2441 2075 -366 -15.0 

1.1 2333 2100 -233 -10.0 2387 2013 -374 -15.7 

1.2 2266 2048 -218 -9.6 2321 1956 -364 -15.7 

1.3 2180 1999 -181 -8.3 2280 1903 -377 -16.5 

1.4 2108 1953 -155 -7.4 2214 1854 -360 -16.3 

1.5 2081 1909 -172 -8.3 2154 1808 -346 -16.1 

1.6 2057 1868 -188 -9.2 2109 1764 -345 -16.4 

1.7 1990 1830 -160 -8.1 2058 1724 -334 -16.2 

TABLE17 

A comparison-of measured and predicted temperature profiles (K) 
for the cathodes of lamps No. 2 and 6 operated at 2.5kW on D.C. 
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APPENDIX 4 

TEST SET CALIBRATION CERTIFICATE 



----- -
--~-.-j_'J_-

--

THORN Calibration 
LIGHTING Certificate 
Standards Ldboralory 

S.E.D. Gl Cambrodge A o,11d 490/2 

Enf reld MId d I•••. Sheet 1 of 1 
-- --- --

!!!st r ument AC TEST SET Serral No 731785 

Manufacturer Sulliva n .Instruments Ref.!!,!~ INB/9 

This rs to certify the! tl\r aboofc onrlrurotnl hal bun fully ttrltd and caUrratrd to 
.anufoclurcr"r apacifrcatJons and thol tht accurocou of thr 1t:2ndords uMd arc 
tractable to NPL or han brrn dmyad by lhr l"llllo ef sclf calol:nslon lcdrruquu. 

Voltgge Ronqg 

500V 250V 1::\ 50 V 25V IOV 

INST STD INST. STD INST STD INST STD INST. STD INST STD. 
-

500.0 500.0 250.0 250.3 125.0 125.1 50.0 50.06 25.0 '25.03 10.0 10.04 

ltOO.G 200.0 100.0 ltO. 0 20.0 8.0 a.o4 

'300.0 1iO.O 7'3.0 )0.0 IJ.O 6.0 6.02 

200.0 100.0 r;n.o :!0.0 10.0 '•· 0 4.oo 

100.0 'iO.O 25.0 10.0 5.0 2.0 1.97 

!current Rgng~ 

! 
-

2SA lOA SA 2·5A lA o-s 
INST STD. INST. STD. INST. STD - INST STD INST STD INST. STO. 

25.0 25.0) 10.0 10.01 ~.o 4.99 2.t) 2.501 1.0 • 999 ! • 5 -500 
::!0.0; B.o ,, • 0 ::!.0 .8 • 7991 • lt 

1).0 G.o ).0 1.5 .6 ~ -599 • J 

10.0 lt. 0 2.0 1.0 • lt .399 
.., ·-

).() ::!.0 1. (") ~ I .., 
• 199 • 1 . ' ·-I 

< 

Wott1 

INSTRU'-AENT ::!1)0.0 200.0 150.0 100.0 50.0 125.0 100.0 75.0 50.0 25.0 
TRUE 249.7 200.0 149.2 99.5 49.3 124.4 99.6 i 11. 3 49.6 211.6 

:rhis instrurocnt DOE s I l;lOili •1 c;a:; conform 
Stgnc&::-t- ( t" to appropriate recti on a of B.S-8911970) • 

' Date 12 AU,<!USt 1')81 






